
ail outside the Oak Ridge plant is

safe too. . , , The new atomic plants

now abuilding will he safeguarded

carefully. The pile at Brookhaven

National Laboratory, Long Island,

sixty-five miles east of Manhattan,

will operate only when there is

enough wind to dilute its radioactive

cooling gases below the danger

point The %ot’ uranium slugs

from Brookhaven’s pile will be put

underground to keep them from mak-

ing trouble.”

‘‘But the time is coming,” warned
the Atomic Enei'gy Commission, ‘as

reported in Time magazine, “when
radio-active substances will be com-

mon outside such guarded centres.

More and more laboratories are using

radioisotopes, and the atomic power
plants of the future will necessarily

contain vast quantities of radio-

active material. It will be the duty

of health authorities to see that none
of the stuff damages the public.

“To deal with the wave of future

radiation, sanitary engineers should

have Geiger counters and know how
to use them. They will have to watch

carefully all producers and users of

radio-active material. They will have

to make plumbers wear rubber gloves

when cleaning ‘active’ drain traps.

They must test rivers, water sup-

plies, and sewers to make sure that

no radio-activity has slipped in.”

Such are some of the prospects

ahead of us in this atomic age, and
they may be worse than even this

warning suggests. According to

David Bradley in No Place to Hide,

whose job it was to help guard the

Bikini task force against radio-

activity, “Dangerous materials may
remain which are not detectable on
the ordinary Geiger counter. As the

tell-tale radiation decays away, our
sense of security therefrom may he
entirely false Findings with our
Alpha counter . . . consistently show
that there is a small amount of
plutonium spread atom-thin over
most of the contaminated areas.

“The derelict fleet may go on in-

definitely, being pumped out as in-

dicated, or towed away to sink. But
the radio-activity over their decks

and super-structures has settled down
to the substances which may continue

to be radio-active for hundreds and
thousands of years—eternity, for

all practical purposes.”

And what if war should come
again, as now seems inevitable?

What if a dozen, maybe a hundred,
atomic bombs should he exploded
over great centres of population?

The Fifth Most Important of All

Truly we need to become familiar

with the fourth “R.” With spch dire

possibilities ahead we cannot learn

too much concerning radio-activity.

Yet there is a fifth “R” that is even

more important still. And that is re-

pentance. “Repentance toward God,

and faith toward our Lord Jesus

Christ ” as the apostle Paul put it.

(Acts 20:2.) Living in such perilous

times—amid events that so clearly

betoken the imminent end of the

world—^nothing is more imperative

than that we should think anew of

our responsibilities toward our

Maker.

“Therefore also now, saith the

Lord, turn ye even to Me with all

your heart, and with fasting, and
with vreeping, and with mourning:
and rend your heart, and not your
garments, and turn unto tlie Lord
your God: for He is gracious and
merciful, slow to anger, and of great

kindness, and repenteth Him of the

evil.” Joel 2:12, 13.

This is the call of God to all our
hearts in this midnight hour of hu-

man history. It is a call to repent-

ance, reformation, and reconsecra-

tion, It is a call to prepare ourselves

to meet Him face to face in the day
of judgment, so near at band. May

hear and heed it now before the

opportunity has passed for ever.

God longs to have us turn from the world and come unto Hjm in repentance*
He will abtindantly pardon.

' The Oriental WatchiSian, 'Kovemrer 19#
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LEARNING TO WALK AGAIN. The help-

less hahy who cannot walk is always the cen-

tre of admiration and love. Its every need

is provided for, loving hands guide its first

faltering steps. But when the baby gets

to the other end of life, the love, care,

and attention which is so often its need,

is not always forthcoming. The old folk, the

chronic sufferers, the worn-out, the “hopeless”

have always been a problem. Many of them
have outlived their relations and are living

out their last years in sad loneliness. At

St. Francis Hospital, London, where this pic-

ture was taken, there is a strong belief that,

given the right sort of treatment and encour-

agement, many old folk can be rehabilitated

and restored to health to enjoy more years of

useful life. The old people learn how to walk
again with the aid of sticks, walking chairs,

scaling « steps and light weight staffs.

B.I.S.

THE EMPTY BEDS. Empty beds in the
wards don’t mean a shortage of patients, on
the contrary there is a long waiting list.

But during the day most of the patients
get up to do remedial exercises and occu-
pational therapy.

B.r.s,

OCCUPATIONAL THERAPY. The occupa-
tional therapy department finds pleasant tasks
for old hands. Making leather goods, rugs, and
weaving all help toward recovery.

B.LS.



FRAUDULENT ADVERTISINU
pERTAIN newspapers are reaping honesty of the advertisers, except the of which have given themselves a

huge revenue from fraudulent childish gullibility that pays for such name as nearly similar to that of

advertising, but the advertisers evi- nonsense. Man’s health, success, one of the world’s best known and
dently reap much more. Quarter friendships, and happiness^, are not most reliable chemical and medicine
page, half page, and even full page controlled by a^ fragment of some firms as they dare make it, as an aid

advertisements blatantly making the material but by the use he makes of to deception. We do not know of

most absurd and preposterous claims, his intelligence and the mental and what this deceptive mixture is made,
and asserting vile lies, testify to the physical abilities he possesses. ‘ but we do know that the claims made
income of unscrupulous robbers of It has been said by one wise com- for it by its advertisers are pure lies,

the reading public whose desire for mentator on the weaknesses of man- Here are some of the claims made
easy gain of one kind or another kind that the love of money is the for “Autogem.” It will increase en-

makes separation from their money root of all evil ; and certainly no one ergy and vitality within twenty-four

easy. It is a sad commentary on the can doubt that it is the root of the hours. The roses return to your
naive gullibility of the majority of abominable lies and dishonesty of cheeks, and even though you are a

mankind. The quest for short cuts to advertisers who lure victims into grandmother you will look and feel

health, prosperity and gratification of their frauds. The love of money, or like a young school girl. This dope
desire creates victims of fraud. easy gain, even by dishonesty, is also puts the sparkle in your eyes, makes

Fraudulent advertisements may be the root cause of the pitiful response your grey hair turn black perma-
roughly classified into four groups: to fraudulent advertisements. Brokers nently, guarantees the never-fading

(1) Those that promise success, good advertise for the sale of shares in physical charms of youth in colour

luck, and the achievement of desire mines and oil fields which are worth- and figure, and you will always feel

without effort on the part of the less or which even do not exist at like skipping and jumping like young
prospective victim. (2) Those that all, promising rich gains within a kids on the green grass, whether you
promise huge financial profits from short time; and the readers of such be male or female you will within a

investments in shares, stocks, bonds, advertisements equally eager for day look ,
fifteen or twenty years

and inventions of various kinds. (3) rich gain, though not necessarily dis- younger than your actual age and if

Those that appeal to women’s desire honest, are fleeced of their scanty you are too short you can increase

for physical charm and beauty and meap. Fantastic and usfeless in- your height up to four inches. Now
(4) Those that guarantee to cure ventions are claimed to he fortune ladies, note the rfeally touching spirit

disease by the swallowing of some makers, the inventor out of the large- and philanthropy of the manufac-

concoction or treatment by some ness of his heart offering the public timers of “Autogem,” who with

mechanical contraption. By such ad- a share in his good fortune (instead amazing generosity are willing to im-

vertiscments untold wealth is diverted of keeping it himself) for a trifling poverish themselves by offering you

from a gullible public to the bulging price which will be’ fpund to rise a magnificent supply of this wonder-

coffers of unworthy advertisers. terrifically in just a short time. Many working benefit for only Rs. 5. But

We assert unequivocally that no kinds of similar advertisements may give your order for it at once, for

hocus-pocus, talisman,’ amulet, or he seen almost daily in the news- charity has its limits, and soon these

charm of any kind possesses power papers. None are benefited by these marvellous benefactors of mankind

to influence the bad or good fortune schemes except the promoters, but may have to demand the real price

of anyone. The advertisers promise many are reduced to poverty by in- of Rs. 30.

that these trifling baubles will at- vesting in them. Another advertisement offers you

tract sound health, great wealth, High in the ranks of advertising just exactly the right kind of figure

amazing knowledge, success in ex- frauds is beauty assurance for the within a few days or weeks. If your

aminations and business, victory ladies. Taking advantage of woman’s proportions are not classical you are

over enemies, and almost anything natural and perfectly proper desire urged to invest your money in

that one can wish for merely by to be pretty and attractive, the most “Figurform.” If you are, flat chested

paying the advertised price and wear- worthless and even harmful concoc- take No. 1. “It develops and uplifts

ing the rubbish somewhere about tions are offered with ridiculous and an undeveloped figure to perfection”

one’s person, or keeping it about the preposterous claims regarding their But perhaps you are developed

premises. And the more one pays, merits. As we write these words there the wrong way. Then take Figiirfofen

the greater the eicacy of the trinket, lie before us copies of quarter page No, 2. “It transforms an awfeward

There is nothing that is so amazing and half page advertisements of one figure to a beautiful one in ten

as the absolutely conscienceless dis- such quack medicine, the distributors days!” It may be that your is
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over developed. Take Figurform

No. 3, and presto! your figure is re-

duced “to just the right proportions.”

And wonder of wonders! Figurform

No. 4 almost instantly changes the

appearance of age to one of youth.

Just send a few rupees to get the in-

estimable benefits of this great boon
to mankind.

The advertisers of these nostrums

are liars and deceivers, and the nos-

trums will not do what is claimed for

them.

Taking advantage of the suffering

that plagues the world because of

disease, ills, and pains, quack doc-

tors and manufacturers offer mar-

vellous physical transformations in

Return for rupees. “Autogem” is mar-

vellous for indigestion. Jt creates

such an appetite that “even a weak

man can easily digest one pound of

butter or more a day.” Isn’t that

marvellous? Other fraudulent adver-

tisements promise to make you

“strong as a lion” in a few days,

cure your nervousness, make hair

grow on your bald head, cure your

kidney trouble or even your tuber-

culosis a«ad cancer, make you tall,

reduce your weight, increase your

weight, change the colour of your

skin. Some of these so-called miracu-

lous medicines and remedies are

harmless and produce no effects,

while others -are rank poisons that

cause irreparable damage.

Certain members of government,

by their speeches in legislative - as-

semblies and in other gatherings, and

through the press, express much con-

cern for the welfare of the people

but seem to be oblivious to the fact

that the much advertised medical

frauds are for the people one of its

worst enemies. Less talk and more

action in stamping out this evil

would be a material benefit to the

poor who are victimized by un-

scrujljulous advertisers. Publishers

also should refuse to accept the

filthy lucre that is to be derived from

fraudulent advertising, and thus do

their part in protecting their readers

from one of the curses that plague

the people.

Beauty of face and figure cannot

be possessed without sound health.

Sound health is not/obtained nor is

disease cured by the nostrums, medi-

cines, and remedies advertised. Good
living conditions, good food, fresh

air, and exercise are the ingredients

of the true elixir of life. Let our

readers beware of the advertised

medical frauds and keep their

shekels in their own purses.^

Geiger Counter

A ONE-POUND Geiger counter for

uranium prospecting has been devel-

oped by the Canadian National Re-

search Council.

Wax-Seel

Wax-Seel is a new kind of paper,

heavily waxed on one side and ad-

hesive coated on the other. It saves

dishes and puts an end to rubber

bands. Sealed to itself, for it will not

stick to anything else, the paper

makes air- and odour-tight coverings

for sandwiches and all kinds of left-

overs.

Teheran Vault

The Iranian Government has at

last unlocked the great doors of the

vault in Teheran, which contains its

state treasure, and has allowed nine-

teen visitors from America to have
a look. “We filed into the steel

room,” says one of them. “At what
we saw, there were some of us who
cried out in wonder; some were
speechless. Here was wealth such as

Aladdin never conjured, ho prince

of The Arabian Nights ever dreamed
of. Glass cases lined the four walls

of the vault; two rows of glass-

topped tables ran down the centre.

There lay jewels and treasure said

by some to reach a value of

Rs. 1,900,000,000. No man can give

an accurate figure.”

War Veterans

More than 94,000 veterans of

World War II have been fully

trained to earn their livelihood, ac-

cording to the Veterans Administra-
tion of the Federal Government of
the United States. On last May 1,

there were 218,95? veterans in train-

ing,' half of them in schools and col-

leges.

Life Span

A CAT, full grown at one and a
half years, has a life expectancy of
ten years; a dog, grown at two years,

an expectancy of twelve years

;

and a horse, grown at four years an
expectancy of twenty-five years. But

man, physically mature at twenty-

five, has under present medical pro-

tection, a probable life span of only

sixty-eight years.

A New Word

Russian Foreign Minister Molotov
coined a word during his sessions

with the
,
British and American dip-

lomats. He had observed that they

often indicated approval by nodding
and saying, “Okay.” He, therefore,

indicated disapproval by shaking his

head and saying, “Nokay.”

Corinth Canal

The Corinth Canal, one of Eu-
rope’s oldest and most vital artificial

waterways, is now back in business,

and will save Greek shippers at least

Rs, 700,000 a month. This canal,

whose four-mile channel makes the
great Peloponnesian Peninsula an
island and cuts haulage from Italy

to Athens by 200 miles, had been
closed since 1941, when Nazi en-

gineers sank two ships in its 70-

foot channel. It took seven years of
back-breaking labour by the Greeks,
plus technical and financial aid from
the United States and Great Britain,

to open it again.

World's Shortest Railroad

The world’s shortest railroad, that
which connects the Senate Office
Building in Washington, D. C., with
the Senate wing of the capitol, will
soon be doubled in length, but with-
out losing claim to the title. For
thirty-six years this railroad, consist-
ing of two single-rail, eighteen-pas-
senger cars powered from overhead
trolleys, has shuttled through a 700*.

foot subway.^ The rapid transit sys-
tem was designed to speed laggard
Senators to their duties without loss
of dignity or breath. On an average
day the cars make more than 200
trips (thirty seconds each way) and
haul some 2,000 passengers. Now an
annex is to be built to the Senate
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office building across the street from
the present offices. This means a 700-

foot extension of the underground for

the Senators. Meanwhile the 435
members of the House of Represen-

tatives continue to walk.

land, to which place the Royal
Greenwich Observatory is in the
process of moving from its tradi-

tional home in Greea\v-ich.

Expenditure on Arms

Trichinosis

Trichinosis, which people in tem-

perate and tropical climates get

mainly through eating undercooked,

diseased pork, has been detected in

several cases among the Eskimos of

Greenland. They apparently picked

up the parasites by eating walrus

meat.

Diiamonds

Venezuelan diamond mines near

Santa Elena are being mechanized to

speed up -their output.

Turkey’s Telephone Lines

Turkey is laying more than 9,000

miles of long-distance telephone

lines. Nearly 1,300 miles of line,

begun last year, will be in opera-

tion before 1950.

Rhinoceros

Assam is considering measures

which will protect the rhinoceroses

which seem to he rapidly becoming
extinct in that particular ^rea. It is

estimated that only about 100 of the

animals are left there.

Transported Stone by Stone

An elaborate, ornate, Italian-style

villa, originally built at a cost of

Rs. 190,000 at Ryde, on the Isle of

Wight, has been transported stone

by stone by rail and water from its

present location to a new site near

Truro, Cornwall, on the English

mainland—a distance of 210 miles.

Each stone was carefully marked
with a code number so that there was
no deviation in the rebuilding when
the sections arrived at their desti-

nation.

Giant Mirror for Britain

A GIANT ninety-eight-inch glass

mirror for the largest telescope in

the world outside of the United

States has been presented to Britain’s

Royal Greenwich Observatory by the

McGregor Fund of the University of

Michigan. The Isaac Newton tele-

scope, which will use the mirror, will ,

he T^ocated at Hurstmonceux, Eng-
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According to a report in At
Ahram, most respected of Egyptian
newspapers, Egypt will spend
Rs. 370,000,000 in the next three
years to equip an armed force to
which 400 aeroplanes will be at-

tached. The plan is said to be the
outgrowth of experience in the
Palestine war.

World Population

The total population of the
world was approximately 2,320,000,-
000 in 1947, the latest year for which .

figures for the entire world are avail-

able, according to the Statistical Of-
fice of the United States.

A New Fibre

A NEW crop which ‘‘promises to

be of unusual value, both commer-
cially and strategically,” has been in-

troduced successfully into the West-
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ern Hemisphere. It is a fast-growing
fibre called keimf^ native to India, a
distant cousin of cotton and okra,
and “an effective substitute” Tor
India’s jute fibre.

Deadly Poison for Polio Treat-
ment

A DEADLY poison used for cen-
turies by wild tribes to liquidate
their enemies is now providing relief
to polio victims.

British scientists have turned this

poison into a life-saving drug which
is now used widely in the treatment
of diseases causing convulsions and
rigid paralysis. An aid to surgery,
the use of this drug causes a relaxa-
tion of muscles, enabling the surgeon
to work more quickly during an
operation. While much less anaes-

thetic is required, the patient makes
a more speedy recovery.

Regarded as one of the outstand-
ing discoveries of recent years, the
drug is being displayed by an Edin-
burgh^ firm at the Scottish Industries

Exhibition now being held in Glas-
gow. This firm has had a long as-

sociation with developments in anaes-

thesia and helped Sir James Y. Simp-
son in his pioneer work on chloro-

form.

Important Advance in Treatment
of Thyroid Diseases

A NEW and commercially applica-

ble synthesis of thyroid hormone has
been discovered by a well-known
British pharmaceutical firm. The
medical profession can now, for the

first time, prescribe the exact doses
of the hormone (pure laevethy-

roxine)

.

The new development, which is the

culmination of three years’ intensive

research by the firm’s chemists,

represents an important advance in

the therapy of thyroid diseases. It

may, indeed, have as much effect in

producing an accurate treatment of

this condition as the discovery of

vitamins had oti dietary deficiency

diseases.

^
Thyroxine was isolated in crystal-

line form as long ago as 1915. I|i

1926, Sir Charles Harington deto-

mined its chemical structure gnd
published a method of synthesis.

fortunately the results were lioi

adaptable tc) krge-$cale productibii

and the problem ha^ remained intil

mow, '

^
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BOTTLE-FED
BABY

Rose E.

TV/HILE breast-food is second to

none for baby, at the same time

there is no need for the mother who
has to bottle-feed her baby to have

any fears that the little one will not

thrive. Artificial food is virtually

perfect today, and is as near as pos-

sible to nature’s food; it only re-

mains for mother to carry out care-

fully the instructions regarding the

amounts for each feed, and to ob-

serve scrupulous cleanliness.

Bottles and teats should be regu-

larly sterilized, and, at this time of

the year especially, everything con-

nected with baby’s feeds should be

well protected from flies. Don’t ex-

periment with baby’s food. Once you

find a food that suits him, keep to

it,' increasing the amount as. he

grows.

Pollard

Add cod-liver oil to the bottle, a

few drops for each feed, so that baby
has half a teaspoonful of cod-liver

oil a day. Give baby orange juice

bei^een feeds, one to two teaspoon-

fuTs each day, diluted with water;

three or four teaspoonfuls each day
by the time he is six months old.

Be careful not to give baby his

food too warm; if he finds it too

hot, even once, he may go “off his.

food.” The milk mixture should be
just warm; you can test it by shak-

ing a few drops from the bottle onto

your arm.

How do you hold baby when you
give him the bottle? It is important
that he should feel secure, with your
arm protecting his back and head.
Half-way through the feed, hold him
Up to your shoulder to bring up any

flatulence. Do this also at the end of

the feed; he is likely to be wakeful

from “wind” if you put him flat

down immediately after a bottle feed.

Never let baby suck at an empty bot-

tle, otherwise he is merely sucking

in air, and will suffer from flatulence

as a result. This is why it is never

wise to leave him with his bottle as

is sometimes done when he is old

enough to hold it.

If you find baby is a lazy suckler

and will not take his food, thus

causing it to cool off, try a teat with

a smaller hole which will make him
work harder- Let feeding times be

restful times, without interruptions,

so that nobody speaks or talks to

baby while he is getting on with the

job of taking his bottle.

As weaning time approaches, try

to get baby accustomed to cup and
spoon. It is a good idea to start the

diluted orange juice from cup and
spoon right at the beginning, so that

baby gets used to the feel of the

spoon. Once he is weaned, he will

still need his milk mixture, but it

will be much easier for you if he
can take it from a cup. The longer

you keep baby on a bottle after he
is weaned, the harder it will be to

break him from it. Some mothers
find that a feeding-cup—the kind that

is used for invalids—is a good step-

ping-stone from the bottle to drink-

ing from an ordinary cup.

There are varied opinions as to

when the bottle-fed baby can start

mixed feeding. Some advocate early

weaning at about four months, but

not all babies are ready at this age.

Six or seven months is a fairly aver-

age age when the bottle-fed baby can
go onto elementary solids.

Try to leave off the night feed

(10 p.m.) as early in baby’s life

as you can, so that he gets the habit

of an all-night sleep. See that he is

well satisfied at his 6 p.m. feed, and
then if he wakens in the night be-

fore bis dawn feed is due, give Mm
a teaspoohful of water that has been
boiled and cooled, to allay his thirst

If you are travelling with baby,
and the journey will mean a bottle-

feed or two on the way. use a vacuum
flask. This will keep his milk mix-
ture warm so that you only have to

pour it into his bottle—well sterilized

beforehand—during the journey.

While on holiday keep to baby’s nor-

mal feeding times, and if he is a
little upset by the ‘change of water,

,
a little milk of magnesia will right

things.



COME food faddists have advised^
the prolonged chewing of food

for heal ill. advising that food

should be chewed thoroughly we pre-

scribe a middle-of-the-road course.

In the case of cereals the incor-

poration of dry food is advised in

place of porridge. The reasoning for

this is clear. First, dry food excites

a much greater flow of saliva than

does liquid or soft food. Second, the

taking of much soft food makes the

digestive process much less efficient.

Normally, solid food is mixed with

saliva in the mouth and enters the

stomach to form a bolus or ball.

As more food enters the stomach, it

is deposited in the centre of the

mass. For some time the acid gastric

juice comes in contact with only the

exterior of this bolus of food, so that

the alkaline saliva is permitted to

act for thirty or forty minutes. Saliva

was formerly thought to have little

digestive function, yet it is now con-

sidered to have definite value in

starch digestion. If the swallowed

food is too fine or liquid, it will hot

form a bolus, but is at once mixed
with gastric juice, neutralizing the

alkaline saliva and stopping its

function.

As the food enters the stomach and

stretches the walls, the muscle is

stimulated to contract and carry the

food to the pylorus, or lower end.

Usually there are some coarse par-

ticles present in the food which will

irritate the pyloric mucosa (the

lining of the lower end of the

-stomach) and cause it (the pylorus)

to contract, thus closing the exit. The

food is held in the stomach and

churned with the digestive juice

secreted until it becomes smooth and

liquid. As soon as it becomes smooth

enough not to scratch the pyloric

mucosa, it is carried out of the

stomach into the small intestine.

However, if the food has been chewed

or cooked very fine, it will be car-

ried out of the stomach at once, and

gastric digestion will not .have a

chance to occur. This chemical di-

gestion by the gastric juice is quite

important.

When studying digestion with dogs,

the Russian physiologist Pavlov

showed that the amount of saliva

produced by a dog was in direct

proportion to how well the dog

liked the food. Tims, whereas most

dogs produced more saliva with meat,

one dog that preferred bread to meat,

always produced more saliva when

C
*
^en bread than when given meat,

ter studies indicate that the same

is true for stomach secretion. Carlson
in applying these studies to a man
with an opening from the stomach
to the outside of the body (gastric

fistula), has proved that man se-

cretes more digestive juice when fed
favourite, tasty foods. Because di-

gestion is in proportion to the

amount of digestive juice secreted,

palatable food will be more com-
pletely digested and utilized than
tasteless food, although it may have
the same nutritive value.

The need for a pleasant, attractive

environment while eating has been
shown in demonstrating that emo-
tional stress will inhibit the function
of the digestive tract. A low-grade
annoyance (such as a nagging wife)

will usually, on the other hand, over-

stimulate the digestive tract, causing

spasm with an inhibition of move-

ment, but with an excessive produc-

tion of hydrochloric acid and other

secretions. Preparation of a tasty,

nourishing diet served in pleasant

surroundings is good physiology.

Mechanisms Which Inhibit

Digestion

There are two possible mech-

anisms which might inhibit diges-

tion. First, water would make the

meal into a much thinner, smoother

paste, and thus unduly hasten the

emptying of the stomach, and

markedly lessen the duration of both

salivary and gastric digestion. Sec-

ond, water is not absorbed in the

' stomach, but stimulates the produc-

tion of hydrochloric acid there. This
miglit be an undesirable action if

too much acid is produced. An ad-

ditional factor against drinking
liquid with meals is that the liquid
is usually taken extremely hot or ex-

tremely cold. Either extreme of heat
or cold alters the normal motility
of the digestive tract. Both tend to
cause a spasm of the muscles of the
intestine with a decreasing of mo-
tion. Warm food, on the other hand
stimulates the digestive tract to more
efficient action.

When high concentrations of
sugar are taken into the stomach, the

sugar is held there until it can ab-

sorb enough water from the lining of

the stomach to dilute it. Gastric move-
ments are inhibited, and the stomach
is distended by the large volume of

sugar solution for hours before the

stomach slowly empties itself. This
will slow digestion as well as be a
source of irritation. Also, this delay-

ing of th.e emptying of the stomach
will be still further increased if

there is a large amount of fat as-

sociated with flie sugar, as in some
candies and pastries.

When carbohydrates or sugars are

taken in excess, of what can be

readily absorbed, they are liable to

undergo acid fermentation from the

intestinal bacteria and produce acetic

acid, lactic acid, butyric acid,, suc-

cinic acid, carbon dioxide, alcohol,

and hydrogen. Wheh sugars are in

excess in the diet or ivhen ,lhe|e is

poor digestive absorption, the . large:
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production, of these acids may lead

to irritation of the intestine, giving

rise to symptoms such as diarrhcea.

Until recently there has been no

direct proof that diet^ had anything

to do with the production of diabetes

mellitus (sugar diabetes). Dohan

and Lukens have reported that the

prolonged administration of sugar

solution by intraperitoneal injection

can produce diabetes in normal cats.

Although this is very suggestive,

more work will be required to prove

the exact relationship of large

amounts of sugar to human disease.

It is true that large amounts of

sweets diminish the appetite for more
balanced types of food, and thus

may lead to a nutritional deficiency.

We must remember, however, to

guard against excessive use of sugar.

Sugars are good in reasonable

amounts, and need to he included in

the diet in normal quantities.

SECOND-HAND
FOOD

AFFIRM that flesh is un-

necessary in the diet, but more

than iis must he said if we are to

help solve the problem. First, it

should be recognized that man is

anatomically not a carnivorous

(flesh-eating) animal. The carnivores

are all provided with fangs for tear-

ing the flesh of their victims (think

of the cat, the dog, the lion,

tiger, etc.), and their digestive

processes are balanced to deal with

raw flesh. These are the fierce

predatory animals.

But those which man enlists into

his service because of their docility,

their immense strength, and general

usefulness are all non-flesh eaters,

feeding on vegetables, grains, and

herbage (for example, the horse, the

elephant, and the bullock, etc.).

These latter have teeth for cutting

and grinding just as man has, and

their natural diet is very similar to

that originally given by God to man.

If these non-flesh eating animals can

maintain their strength and useful-

ness on a vegetarian diet, so also

can man. Children grow up more

healthily and adults can improve

their health very greatly by giving

up meat (and other animal foods

such as fish and fowl) and adopting

a food reform regimen.

However, we must explain that we

mean by “food reform’^ much more

than merely giving up^ meat. To

maintain good health it is necessa^

that our diet be balanced. That is,

we must take starch foods (bread,

cereals, potatoes, etc.), and proteins

(cheese, eggs, beans, lentils, etc.)

and fats, in right proportions and

amounts. This should not discourage

anyone. There is far more wnbal-

8

ance in the diet of the majority of

people who eat meat, pastries, and

various confectionery, than there is

in that of enlightened food reformers.

Don’t be Biased by Cranks

Admittedly, there are “cranks”

among food reformers, extremists

whose practices and rant do a great

disservice to themselves and others.

It is unfortunately often the case that

we judge a theory by the fanatical

exponent of it rather than by con-

sidering the whole matter carefully

on its merits. Do not do this in the

matter of diet. Today this has be-

come an urgent matter and is oc-

cupying the close attention of all of

us. So consider what we have to say

here.

Second-Hand Food

It is a natural law that plants con-

vert the elements into energy which

they store for animals to consume.

Personally, I have never been quite

satisfied with second-hand things. So

I prefer to get my nutriment, not

after it has filtered through the or-

gans of some other animal, but first-

hand.

Moreover, I just can’t tolerate

waste. And flesh-eating is wasteful

if statisticians are correct in saying,

for instance, that it takes six pounds

of corn to make one pound of pork,

and that this pound of pork on your

table contains only one third of the

A. C. Vine

nourishment to be found in the

original six pounds of corn.

Besides this, the food in flesh form
contains animal poisons—^some nor-

mal and natural, and some induced
by fear in the abattoir, and often

germs which can and do communicate
disease to human beings. This is not
a matter of opinion hut a proven
fact.

Uric Acid

One of the harmful aspects of flesh

food is the uric aci3 it contains.

Uric acid is formed in all living

bodies. Now the human body works
hard to eliminate the uric acid it

manufactures, and succeeds to the ex-

tent^ of three grains daily. It is ill-

advised, to say the least, to add to

the burdens of our eliminatory or-

gans by taking in more of the poisons
they labour so diligently to get

rid of.

Meat contains far more uric acid
than the body can eliminate. The
overloaded organs often become im-
paired, or break down, and disease
and pain result. Some of the mala-
dies for which the uric acid must be
largely

^

blamed are, rheumatism,
neuralgia, mental depression, con-

gestion of the liver, local inflame

mations, headaches, etc.

Those who are prepared to learn

how to use a non-flesh diet must be
sure that they change to a well 5a^-

mced diet and should not do it too

precipitately. Some well-meaning
people have simply dropped meat
from their diet and taken no substi-

tute protein, with the result that they
have become unwell and have thought
that the non-flesh diet was harmful
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Meat Substitutes

Wliat can we have instead of meat

that will be palatable and as nourish-

ing? At the head of the list of whole-

some protein foods we place nuts.

Then there are pulse foods; dried

peas, haricot beans, lentils, the last-

named being the easiest to digest by-

most people. Cheese and eggs are

excellent substitutes for meat. All

these may be prepared in many dif-,

fercnt, nourishing, and appetizing

ways.

One other consideration will weigh

with many good people, the non-

flesh diet would make the slaughter-

house and the killing of defenceless

animals unnecessary.

Suggestions for Dinners

A question that often arises during

discussions on this subject is, “How
can you provide adequate non-meat

dinners?” I would like to mention

here a few of the many meat-substi-

tute recipes which are healthy, whole-

some, and appetizing.

1,

Cauliflower Cheese (for 4 per-

sons) : One large cauliflower, lb.

cheese, 2 oz. brown flour, 2 oz. mar-

garine, pint milk, salt to taste.

Method ,’—Wasli and quarter the

cauliflower, cook it in a very little

water for fifteen minutes, or until

lender. Meanwhile, make
a sauce with the mar-
garine, flour, and milk.

Add the cheese (grated),

stirring until well mixed.

Pul the cauliflower in

a greased casserole, pour over it the

cheese sauce, and bake in a hot oven
for about twenty minutes.

2. Cheese Potato Balls: Take equal

quantities of mashed potato, brown
bread-crumbs and grated cheese and
a handful of chopped parsley. Make
balls of this mixture (about the size

of golf balls), roll them in milk and
bread crumbs. Now fry in deep, boil-

ing fat until golden brown.

3. Lentil and Cheese Savoury: Half

a pound lentils, brown bread crumbs,

^2 pint cold water, % lb. grated

cheese, 2 onions, 1 oz. margarine,

1/2 lb. tomatoes.

Method.—^Wash lentils, and cook

in the water, stirring occasionally to

prevent burning. Chop the onions

and fry in the fat. Add these, the

bread-crumbs, and cheese to the len-

tils. Put mixture in a greased dish,

cover with halved tomatoes and bake

in quick oven.

4. Rissoles: Half a pound haricot

beans, 1/^ lb. rissole mixture (there

are several obtainable), 2 oz. mar-

garine, 1 large onion, small handful

of chopped parsley, toasted crumbs,

a little milk.

M etho d.—Cook the

beans slowly until soft.

Mash the beans and ris-

sole mixture together,

moistening with tomato

juice. Add the chopped

and fried onion and parsley. Make
all into a stiff paste. Form into ris-

soles. Roll in milk and toasted
crumbs and fry in deep boiling fat

5. Vegetable Casserole: One stick
of celery, % Ib. tomatoes, 1 small
swede, 2 large onions, % lb. sliced
carrots, small tin baked beans, 2 tea-

spoonfuls Marmite, salt to taste,

2^ cupfuls water.

Method.—Cut up celery, swede, to-

matoes, and onions, and mix to-

gether in a casserole with the beans
and sliced carrots. Make rich broth
wuth the Marmite, water, and salt,

and pour over the vegetables. Dot
the surface with blobs of margarine,
and bake in medium oven for an
hour.

Believe me these are good dishes,

and used in the place of meat prepa-
rations will satisfy the appetite and
the needs of the body, and have no
harmful effects, all other things being
equal. They are but a few of many
delicious, nourishing recipes which
delight the tables of non-flesh food
reformers.

Why not give food reform a fair

trial?- Leave the cows in peace to

provide us with milk. Leave the hens
to give their eggs. Leave the fish to

cleanse our territorial waters. Live as

God meant man to live.

And be well!

ww JBlim m
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YOUR

>. H. KRESS, M.D.

HAVEN EMERSON, former

health commissioner of New
York City, tells us that “in the city

of New York during fifty years the

mortality from scarlet fever dim-

inished 99 per cent, diphtheria 95

per cent, pulmonary tuberculosis 79

per cent, acute respiratory diseases

53 per cent.” This looks most en-

couraging. It is an accomplishment

of which we may justly be proud.

But while the mortality in infancy

and from germ diseases diminished

because of increased knowledge of

the prevention of germ disease, let

us note what the mortality from or-

ganic and degenerative diseases re-

vealed. He tells us that mortality

from cancer during the same period

“increased 176 per cent, from heart

disease 187 per cent, from diseases
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of the arteries 663 per cent, and
from diabetes 1,150 per cent.”

There are individuals here and
there who have succeeded in living

to tlie century mark. At the age of

ninety-nine years Stephen Smith, one
of the founders of the American Pub-
lic Health Association, in addressing

the mernbers of the organization at

their annual meeting in New York
City, at a banquet given in his hon-

our,' said:

“Others were associated with me
in the founding of this organization

;

but, like the servant of Job, I can
say, T only am left alone to tell

thee.’ ” All his former associates, he

said, were more robust than was he,

and should have been with him on
the platform.

A young woman stepped up to



him before he went on to the plat-

form and asked “Dr. Smith, how does

it feel to be old?’^ to which he re-

plied, “/ donh hmwr
His advice to one who was anxious

to learn the secret of his long and

useful life was, “Take care of your

stomach the first fifty years of your

life, and the next fifty tlie stomach

will take care of you.” He himself

did this. With him this was not a

matter of choice, but of necessity,

because he had by inheritance a

frail constitution. In his address he

expressed the hope of living to the

age of 120 years; and, since he had

by inheritance a feeble and infirm

constitution and succeeded in living

to the age of nearly one hundred,

he said he could see no reason why
a robust person, living as carefully

as he did, should not live even

longer than that, and why the ex-

pectancy of human life should not

be raised above the popular expec-

tancy of threescore years and ten.

Thomas Edison lived to an ad-

vanced age. Had he died early in

life, it would have been chargeable

to -himself and not to his ancestors,

for his great-great-grandfather lived

past the century mark. His grand-

father lived to the age of 103 years.

To him were born seven children, all

of whom lived to advanced ages,

Samuel, the father of Thomas,
reached the age of ninety-seven years.

His excellent heredity combined with

careful living was responsible for the

useful and long life of Edison. In

speaking of himself, Edison said: “I

keep my health by dieting. People
eat too much and drink too much.
Eating has become a habit with al-

most everyone. It is like taking mor-
phine; the more you take, the more
you want. People gorge themselves

with rich foods, use up their time,

ruin their digestion, and poison
themselves.” He added: “If the doc-

tors would prescribe dieting instead

of drugs, the ailments of normal man
would disappear. Half the people are
food drunk all the time. That is the

secret of my health. I always live

abstemiously. It is a religion with
me.”

Dr. Elliot, who for years was pre-

sident of Harvard, and one of Ameri-
ca’s foremost scholars and educators,

at the age of eighty said: “That I

have borne much labour and respon-

sibility without ever suffering even
a temporary breakdown seems to me
to be due, after the inheritance of a
sound constitution, to my possessing

a good muscular and nervous system,
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preserv'ed by open air exercise and

the habit of moderate eating. This

may have contributed lo the fortu-

nate result, and at no time of my
life have I ever made habitual use

of any nerve stimulant, like tea, cof-

fee, tobacco, or alcohol.”

Chauncy Depew, being interviewed

by a reporter on his ninetieth birth-

day, when asked the secret of his use-

fulness at that advanced age, said:

“If I have lived longer than others,

it lias been because I had the will

to be wiser than others. Take eating

—most people eat what they like. I

eat only what likes me. There are

many things that I like which I do

not touch, and the result is that the

machine works without my thinking

of it. For thirty years I have made
it a point to eat sparingly and to

sleep seven and one-half hours out

of the twenty-four.”

Referring to his diet, he said that

years ago he concluded that beef-

steak and butcher’s meat figured

too much in his diet. “Out they

went; never to return.” The reforms

went farther than this. He gave up
the use of alcoholic beverages alto-

gether and also tobacco.

Some men are older at forty than

others are at sixty. A man of forty

with sclerotic or hardened arteries is,

in reality, from a medical stand-

point, older than is the man of sixty

whose arteries are still soft and elas-

tic. It is not merely the arteries that

undergo sclerotic changes in old age.

Tlie liver, the kidneys, the heart, the

brain, the muscles, and even the

bones undergo similar changes. This

hardening of the tissues determines

the age of the individual. The num-
ber of years a person of fifty is capa-

ble of living may be determined by
the condition of these structures.

When the tissues and organs of

the body undergo these degenerative

changes, they are no longer capable
of functioning as in youth. Glands,
which have to deal with the poisons
that are introduced into the system
or formed within it, are no longer
capable of neutralizing or eliminat-

ing them perfectly. In time the func-

tion of these organs is interfered

with to the extent that death results

from the retention of poisons.

The length of time these organs
are capable of functioning is deter-

mined before birth. Man can no more
add to his years than he can add to
his stature. He can, however, shorten
the period of his earthly career.

There are motor-cars manufactured
that are guaranteed to run 100,000

miles; others are ready for the

scrap heap before half that distance

is reached. They are made of poorer

material, and are not so well built.

The material composing them and

the workmanship determines the

length of time motor-cars are capa-

ble of enduring. The motor-car that

is composed of the best materia! and

is so well constructed that it can

endure for 100,000 miles, if well

cared for and driven only 1,000

miles a year, can do service for 100

years. If the car is driven recklessly,

especially at the beginning, it may
be on the scrap heap in a few years

or months. In like manner, heredity

determines how long the human ma-

chine can endure. Some possess a

heredity that should enable them to

live to the age of 100 years or even

longer. Their parents and ancestors

lived to a very old age. Others, live

as carefully as they may, cannot pos-

sibly pass the three-score years and

ten. The age limit is predetermined.

Someone has said, “To live to the

age of one hundred years it is neces-

sary to develop a chronic disease

early in life, and then take care of

it.” The man who has a chronic ail-

ment and knows it, gives attention,

as a rule, to his habits of living.

Living more carefully than the one

who by heredity has robust liealth,

he may outlive his boastful neigh-

bour who affirms, “I can eat any-

thing.” It is the apparently robust

who are cut off suddenly without

remedy.

It is possible by careful living to

be permeated with a feeling of well-

being so that there will not exist the

inclination to resort to the use of un-

natural stimulants as alcohol, to-

bacco, tea, coffee, and so forth,

which the masses feel they must have
to keep going. It is lowered vitality

that calls for such stimulation. Only
sub-normals feel the need of stimu-

lants, but they, above all, should ab-

stain from their use.

The fact that stimulants are so

universally sought is in itself evi-

dence that the human family is sub-

normal. It also affords the expla-

nation why our boys and girls, be-

cause of this defective heredity, are

becoming addicts of the cigarette and
other narcotics. Not much can be
hoped for the future. The increasing

mortality from heart disease ana
other organic diseases will continue.

To my mind we are in a fair way
of depopulation unless some very

radical changes in the habits of our

people are made.
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Kidneys

r^O YOU remember the old-fash-^
ioned kidney ^‘cures’’? How they

were wold with ‘‘patent medicine’*

claims in newspapers and in store

windows? And how they were almost

invariably displayed with a picture

of a stooping man with his hand on
his back, or a picture of a bloated

face? “Kidney ailmont” and
“dropsy” were often used synony-

mously, and the person who had
dropsy, or oedema, was certain to

have, according to advertisements, a

kidney ailment,

Tliose were the days when adver-

tising nonsense was in its heyday.

Some of it can now be regarded hu-

morously, but unfortunately it has

cost many people tmtokl misery and

suffering and without doubt has been

responsiJde for a shocking number
of deaths. In too many instances

proper medical treatment has been

neglected and some useless drug or

technic substituted. The welfare of

the sufferer seemed to be of little

concern to many an unscrupulous

promoter,

Even now the public is exploited

each year to the metallic tune of sev-

*eral million rupees through the sale

of kidney “cures?* If people have a

backache, according to the advertise-

ments, they have kidney disease; if

they have puffy hands, face, or feet,

V''
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they have kidney disease; if they are
short of breath, they have kidney dis-

ease; if they have obvious trouble in

relieving themselves of body water,

they have kidney trouble. And if

they are not certain in their own
minds that they have a health prob-
lem, they will soon be convinced by
other advertisements suggesting

symptoms of startling variety. But
the most amazing part of this game
of misrepresentation is that the same
symptoms are used .to suggest other

illnesses not even remotely related to

kidney disease!

The substances commonly used in

the older “cures” for self-use are

oils that are irritating to the kidney.

At best, these drugs merely increase

the flow of urine so the user thinks

beneficial effects are being achieved.

Sometimes the mixtures contain seda-

tives, which can do little except make
the sufferer less aware of his trouble.

And frequently grandmother’s friends

have some special herb or tea for

kidney ailments, but unfortunately

they are never as good as the friend’s

intentions. None of these more popu-

lar remedies can be called, however,

satisfactory treatments; they do no
good, but often do harm.

The intake of fluid, the distribu-

tion of water, and the excretion of

unwanted fluid are controlled deli-

cately in the body. The healthy body
is able to witb.stand considerable

abuse without an upset of the mech-

anism: but when disease sets in, sev-

eral things may happen, resulting in

an excessive accumulation of water

in the tissTies. The control of water

exchange is complicated. For ex-

ample, the pituitary gland, which is

a small, nut-sized gland at tlie base

of the brain, secretes several hor-

mones that affect other glands which

in turn affect body growth, main-

tenance, and activity, and another

hormone that in part regulates the

flow of water through the kidneys.

This substance is so potent that if

it is injected into frogs placed in

water, the frogs swell like balloons,

and remain that way for several

hours. If it is injected into man,

water is likewise retained, and se-

creted at less frequent intervals. This

phenomenon serves a useful purpose:

It sometimes is used to^ diagnose

epilepsy and to control diabetes in-

sipidus (not diabetes melHtus)
^

a

condition in which large quantities

of urine are excreted by the kidneys.

The body loses water in^ many

ways, including by perspiration,

from the lungs, and even in tears;

and this fluid must be replaced if

water balance is to be maintained.
In the normal healthy individual,

output and intake of fluids are well
balanced without signs of either re-

tention of water in the body tissues

(oedema) or loss of fluids from the

body (dehydration). In the sick per-

son in whom water balance is up-
set, dehydration may occur, as in

prolonged fever and severe, lasting

diarrhcea; or oedema may occur, as

when the heart fails. (Edema from
whatever cause demands effective and
safe treatment, and the choice of

treatment depends on the cause.

The patient with cedema, as well as

his relatives and friends, unless medi-
cally trained, may quite likely ask

such questions as, “Well, what is

oedema? How is it caused? What does
it do? Can it be treated? Will it

come back?” and other related ques-

tions. Some of the answers are easy

to supply; others are more difficult.

(Edema is essentially an abnormal
collection of fluid in certain body tis-

sues, usually caused by some disease

process. Research workers in this

field have a variety of complicated

explanations for the cause of oedema
and the way in which it occurs, but

if we consider that blood vessels

carry fluids to the body tissues and
also away from the tissues, we can

project a simple explanation suit-

able for everyday purposes. Thus,

fluid may be said to pass to and
from the blood vessel system by fil-

tration, osmosis, and diffusion. Fil-

tration merely means that the fluid

filters from one place to another un-

der pressure, as would occur through

a filter in a water pipe; osmosis is

concerned with what we might call

the attraction of chemical substances

for water; and diffusion refers to a

simple spreading, as would occur if

a soluble colouring such as blue dye

were dumped into a glass of water.

An upset of any of these factors can



cause oedema, such as by an exces-

sive amount of fluid passing from

the blood vessels into the surround-

ing tissues (filtration), or by a de-

creased amount of fluid passing back

into the blood vessels (osmosis). If

the pressure in the blood vessels gets

too high, fluid may collect in the tis-

sues; if the blood vessels are dam-

aged, there may be an improper

regulation of fluid exchange.

Somewhat similar simple explana-

tions can be used to explain the ef-

fects of drugs administered to correct

oedema. (Edema may be associated

with heart disease, kidney dis-

ease, and with certain wasting dis-

eases such as tuberculosis, cancer, and

vitamin deficiencies. It also may ac-

company an upset of the endocrine

or hormone system. In fact, many

women gain as much as two pounds

in weight before the menstrual

period^ which excess weight disap-

pears within a few days and cannot

be called true oedema or dropsy.

One may have localized oedema as

well as the more general type. For

example, an obstructed vein might

cause local oedema, as would in-

flammation from a burn. Further-

more, elderly people are prone to

develop oedema in the lungs if they

are confined too long in one position

on their back.

The removal of excess fluid from

the body depends on an accurate

diagnosis of the cause, as treatment

is employed according to the cause.

Rest, occasionally minor surgery, and

other procedures may be necessary;

but the treatment that usually pro-

duces the most dramatic results is

the use of medicines known as

diuretics: Diuretics are

substances that increase

the flow of fluid from

the kidneys. They can be

used wisely only by a

person with adequate

medical training and ex-

perience. Some are too

dangerous for self-medi-

cation, and all are in-

effective unless used to

meet the needs of the pa-

tient. And, of course,

the underlying cause of

oedema should always be

treated. Like a headache,

oedema is only a symptom
of disease and will keep

recurring unless the cause

is controlled. Sometimes it

is impossible to do the

latter, in which case treat-

ment may be necessary

for a long time if life is

to be saved.

Whatever substances are

used to help the body to

get rid of excess fluids,

each is used for the spe-

cific effect that it has on

the body, and is used only

when a definite need has

been shown. It is not used

in a blind, experimental, “shotgun’’

manner. Over-dosage can cause kid-

ney damage, and serious symptoms
may follow too rapid removal of

fluid from the body. If there al-

ready is kidney damage present cer-

tain potent drugs are contra-indi-

cated.

The modem miracles performed
in medical care have brought a new
era of hope to the ill. However, this

era has been produced only by care-

ful scientific searching for new and
effective treatment and preventive

measures, and not by careless off-

hand use of drugs. Remedies can be

prescribed safely and intelligently

only by those trained to diagnose

and treat disease. So far, there has

not been developed for self-medica-

tion a remedy for oedema, or dropsy,

that is both effective and safe.

HALF-DEAD?
(Continued from opposite page)

cept as before mentioned, to discuss

it with your physician. Tiredness

can be encouraged by bringing it to

the fore.

Thoughts are very important. Per-

haps changing one’s thoughts might

make a great deal of difference. Do
your thoughts measure up to the fol-

lowing standard as given by the

great missionary Paul? “Finally,

brethren, whatsoever things are true,

whatsoever things are honest, what-

soever things are just, whatsoever

things are pure, whatsoever things

are lovely, whatsoever things are of

good report; if there be any virtue,
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and if there be any praise, think on

these things.”

If one’s mind is continually dwell-

ing on the harrowing experiences of

favourite characters in the popular
daily radio serials, or similar experi-

ences of the characters in the story-

books or magazines, it is no wonder
that one is tired at the end of the

day.

6. Procrastination .— task undone
can hang very heavy over one’s

head. The longer it is put off, the

harder it seems to be to do. Just the

thought of undone work can make
one tired. There is a definite stimu-

lation which comes with accomplish-
ment. Procrastination can easily be-

come a habit, and this habit may

take much of the joy out of life.

7. Boredom .—Doing the same
thing over and over in the same way
may be very tiresome, for instance,

preparing three meals every day,

washing the same dishes, sweeping
the same floors, ironing the same
clothes. But even a housewife can

vary her programme. She may try

new recipes, set the table in the ytlrd

or on the porch, try new decora-

tions, entertain different friends. A
considerate husband will take his

wife out to meals occasionally, even
if he does not like the food they get'

as well as what she cooks. Even
boiled potatoes may taste better to

her if she does not have to boil them.

(Continued on page 27)
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I MEET people day after day

who come to the office because

they feel the need of a doctor’s ad-

vice, I listen to many complaints of

ill-health. Recently I began wonder-

ing what complaint is repeated the

most often. After thinking it over

I decided it probably is this one:

^‘Doctor, I don’t know what is wrong
with me, but I am tired most of the

time.”

What makes people tired? The
thing that comes to my mind first is

work. But that does not seem to be a

good answer, for many of the people

who complain of always being tired

tell me that they are not working

hard.

Then I began to think of the

others who work very hard. I thought

of two surgeons who operate in an
institution. Their work is not so

much of the physical type, but it is

very strenuous, and the hours are

long. Early in the morning and late

cent of the cases, or by far the

majority, physical disease can be
ruled out, and we must look else-

where for the cause.

2. Lack of Exercise.—^The produc-
tion of the energy we so much need
is dependent upon the proper func-

tioning of the heart, lungs, and
other internal organs. These organs
are conditioned by the activity of the

muscles, especially the action of the

large muscles. Sedentary workers use

only their small muscles—the

typist her fingers, others their

tongues. And the large muscles?

They just sit on them. Even if their

work calls them to go a short dis-

tance away, instead of walking and
getting a little much-needed exercise,

what do they do? They climb into

their cars and sit on those muscles

some more. The vital organs, lacking

the conditioning needed from exer-

cise, do not produce enough energy,

and therefore they run out very soon,

want to be sure your diet is a proper

one, consult a dietitian or procure

a well-balanced diet list, and com-
pare what you are eating with this

list, paying special attention to

whether you are eating the proper

amount, whether you have enough but

not too much protein, and whether

you are leaving out any of the es-

sential foods.

Even though the diet is entirely

correct, the food may not be han-

dled well, and the person would still

be undernourished, or underfueled.

Perhaps the meals are not spaced

correctly, or are eaten too hurriedly.

Worry is another thing that will up-

set the functioning of the digestive

organs.

4. Lack of Interest.—It would be

very tiresome to climb a mountain

if we were not interested in the trail,

and only casually interested in the

goal of reaching the top and seeing

the view. It is the intense interest

in the evening you will often find and are really tired. No wonder these

these two doctors working in their people are always complaining of

gardens. And such gardens! The being half dead. Those interested in

corn, peanuts, yams, and so forth do them are always encouraging them

not show the least sign of disease, to rest, when rest is the worst thing

even though they are under the doc- for them, because it will never cure

tor’s care. I never hear either one of their fatigue but make it worse,

these over-worked doctors talk about If you feel exhausted after walk-

being tired. They never act tired, and ing half a block, it is^ not true

are always good-natured.
^

fatigue. The thing to do is to push

The tiredness produced by pbysi- on and^ walk and walk—perhaps sev-

cal exertion is soon remedied by eral miles.

rest. After a night’s rest one is Perhaps the garden work so con-

ready for another day’s work. In sistently carried out by my su]geon

other words, it seems to be a fact friends can help to explain why it

that although physical exercise does is they seem always to have so much

make one tired, this fatigue is al- energy.

ways remedied by a reasonable rest 3. Poor Diet. ^Some pe<yle eat

period. Thus it is seen that this is so much it makes them tired. P^^b-

not the cause of chronic fatigue, ably all of us have experienced the

If work is not the cause, what is? feeling of being oyer-stuffed on some

L Physical Disease.'—Ahonl twenty special occasion. At a time like that,

per cent of the cases of chronic even the mention of physical exer-

fatigue are due to disease. The com- tion is distasteful. So it is easy^ to

monest factors are chronic infec- understand how habitual over-eatmg

tions, diabetes, heart disease, anas- will cause chronic fatigue. Oyer-eat-

mias, and nephritis. This is why the ing is not the only mistake in diet

person who is always tired is wise in Another mistake is a deficient diet,

consulting his doctor. In eighty per or a poorly balanced diet. If you,
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of seeing what is along the trail and

what is at the end that makes the

hard labour of mountain climbing

enjoyable. How interesting would

competitive games be if there were

no goals toward which to strive? Life

can also be very uninteresting if a

person has no goals toward which to

work. Uninteresting things are very

tiresome. A most uninteresting and

even repulsive task can almost be a

pleasure if it helps us to reach a

goal which we have really set our

hearts on reaching.

Interest follows attention. The

more we focus our attention on any

subject, the more we learn about it

and the more interesting it becomes.

Seek the company of enthusiastic

people, and you will find that your

interests will enlarge and life will

he less tiring.

5. Need of Emotional Recondition-

ing.—It is possible to acquire a

h^it of tiredness. Singing^ as you

go may help to break this habit.

Avoid talking about being tired, ex-

(Continued on opposite page)
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your health comes from
TT IS possible for human beings to

maintain perfect health from the

cradle to the grave. This should be

the goal of each of us. In doing so

we would likewise greatly lengthen

our life span; not only would we

add years to our lives, but, what is

more important, we would add life

to our years. This is our own indi-

vidual responsibility and that of our

educational system. It is not a re-

sponsibility of the medical profes-

sion as such, for it has been trained

to treat the sick and the injured,

when, in fact, there should be none

who need its services. Though ade-

quate shelter from the elements;

proper protective clothing; and a

sense of security that comes from

personal possessions (especially a

strip of land), as insurance against

emergency, do contribute to the main-

tenance of optimal health, the most

important factor is the highest state

of nutrition.

The maintenance of the best pos-

sible state of nutrition depends upon

good food, good digestion, good as-

similation, and good muscular tone;

hut the greatest of these is good

food. The quality of one’s food de-

pends in turn upon the selection of

excellent foodstuffs, which have not

been spoiled in the harvesting, stor-

age, processing, preserving, prepar-

ing, or serving. The inherent quality

of food, however, depends upon the

quality of the soil where it has been

grown.

Tlie plants of the earth take from
the soil the mineral elements that

they need, plus those that the animals

need. The thin green carpeting that

covers the earth stands then as the

intermediary by which certain ele-

ments in the rocks, after their con-

version to soil, are made available

to man and animals. The simple in-

organic elements of the air and the

soil are selected and built up by the

plant into complex, organic com-

pounds which may hb further elabo-

rated with selection and elimination

of elementary components by the

animal into blood, bone, and flesh.

Plants have the ability of taking
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out of the soil certain elements in

proportionately larger amounts than

exist in the soil itself. Animals have

a similar, but less pronounced, fac-

ulty for screening out certain ele-

ments from the plants. For instance,

the ratio of calcium in the composi-

tion of soils, plants, and animals is

about 1:8:40; of phosphorus, 1:140:

200; and of sulphur, 1:30:130 re-

spectively. As Browne has pointed

out, it is also significant that the two

most abundant mineral elements of

the earth’s crust—silicon and alu-

minium—are found only in the

merest traces in the bodies of ani-

mals. At the same time it has been

shown that animals require compara-

tively large amounts of sodium and

chlorine and traces of iodine and

cobalt; it has never been proved that

any of these elements are essential

to the life of plants. By the same

token animals differ in their need for

these elements. Sheep are more sen-

sitive to a lack of cobalt than cat-

tle, and horses can live where sheep

and cows are dying from a lack of

this element. Plants, on the other

hand, demand a trace of boron and

molybdenum, whereas animals may
not.

Individual plants have been shown

to be capable of taking up, whether

they need them or not, sixty different

chemical elements. Of these, more
than one-third are now known to be

essential to the life of plants or ani-

mals. Others may still be added to

the essential list later. The energy-

producing elements of carbon, oxy-

gen, hydrogen, and nitrogen make up

95 per cent of the dried weight of

plants and animals. The major ash

elements left when the plant or ani-

mal is cremated are phosphorus,

potassium, calcium, magnesium,

silicon, aluminium, sodium, sulphur,

and chlorine. These make four per

cent of the dried weight. The remain-

ing one per cent is composed of the

various so-called trace elements.

There has been relatively little

work done on the relationship be-

tween mineral metabolism of plants

and their vitamin content. Although

it is true that the variations in the

vitamin content of plants are related

to many factors such as varietal dif-

ferences; climateric and seasonal dif-

ferences; and, to a much less extent,

differences in the degree of fertiliza-

tion, it cannot be emphasized too

strongly from the practical side that

those soil treatments that give the

highest crop yield are also the ones

that produce the highest vitamin

yields. It must be realized also that

we are not seeking unusually high

vitamin figures, just those that are

optimal for the plant—best for its

health. The natural balance must be

kept, for we are. seeking for our

tables the healthiest of plants, not

necessarily plants unusually rich in

any one particular.

Carbon is obtained from the air

in the form of carbon dioxide. The

hydrogen and a good deal of the

oxygen are obtained from the water

that the plant absorbs. Tlie bulk of

JONATl^
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SOIL
the oxygen, of course, comes from

the air. The abundance of these ele-

ments for plant nutrition is, there-

fore, only limited by the water sup-

ply. Nitrogen is brought down from

the sky by the rains, added to by the

non-symbiotic soil organisms, and

largely supplied by the symbiotic

legume bacteria. Nitrogen tends to

accumulate so that, when it is not

removed by cropping, and when
there is organic matter enough to

prevent leaching, the supply of

nitrogen as plant food gets richer

and richer. As the result of the

photosynthetic processes in the

leaves of the plants, sunlight pro-

duces simple organic compounds by

the combination of water and carbon.

These, together with nitrogen and

the mineral elements, are later

elaborated into more complex or-

ganic compounds. In this way nitro-

gen enters into the structure of the

amino acids, amides, alkaloids, hor-

mones, enzymes, proteins, and cell

structure in both plants and animals.

It produces a lush growth, even to

tlie point where it interferes with re-

production. Any deficiency of this

element in the soil is quickly ap-

parent in the growth and colour of

the plants growing thereon, so its

lack is never hidden for long.

In considering the growth of

plants, we may think of this growth

first as a photosynthetic performance.

This action builds the woody frame-

work of the plant, using only a

limited atnount of the soiFs fertility

mainly as a catalytic agent to set op
the factory and supply the fuel. In

the second place, as Albrecht, of the

University of Missouri, U. S. A., iias

pointed out so many limes, plant

growth is a biosynthetic performance

into which the soil’s fertility enters

directly, to have its phosphorus, sul-

phur, nitrogen, and other elements

made up into protein, vitamins, hor-

mones, and other compounds valu-

able for body function rather than

for fuel. It is soil, then, rather than

the sunshine and fresh air, that deter-

mines how well the plant really gives

us nourishment. For us the highly

proteinaceous plant is the plant of

choice; but for the insect pests it is

the more woody, less proteinaceous

plant which meets the need of their

nutrition. Insect pests, therefore, pre-

fer to eat the plants growing on the

poorer, more depleted soils. They
tend to leave the fields of the good
farmer alone if there are fields with

poor soil to ravage.

Unconsciously, as the fertility of

our soil has been steadily depleted,

we have gone from a proteinaceous-

ness and high mineral content in our

plants, which were growing in a soil

under construction, to a carho-

naceousness and mineral deficiency

in plants growing in soils under de-

struction. The nutrition of our peo-

ple and our animals at the same time

tend to go from a level of bone

building, sound construction of teeth

of superior quality, strong muscle

building, and fecundity to hydration,

obesity, weakened bones, flabby mus-

cles, to say nothing of sterility,

toothless mouths, alveolar bone de-

struction, and many other serious but

chronic complaints.

Researchers with their minds fixed

upon a very narrow segment of this

problem of soil-health relationships

are as incensed as we are embar-

rassed by the use that advertising

copy writers have made of our writ-

ings and those of others who agree

with us tlial by promoting normal

biological processes in the soil,

healthy plants, livestock, and human
beings will be produced; that man
is not the independent lord of crea-

tion that he imagines himself to he,

but rather the lucky inheritor of a

very specialized set of conditions. As
biologists, we are aware of the per-

verse genius of man to destroy the

very kind of environment essential to

his survival. In agriculture his first

action is to remove the natural cover

which has produced the virgin soil.

We are pleading for better practices

that will not expose the topsoil to

removal, and will continue, instead

of arrest, the process of soil develop-

ment and maintenance, and will keep

our soils “under construction,” as

Albrecht calls it.

We, therefore, protest as strongly

as anyone such statements as: “One
carrot may not be as good as an-

other carrot although they may look

alike.” “The one grown upon defi-

cient soil may be worthless as food.”

“A baby won’t have good bones or

teeth if he drinks milk from a cow
whose food comes from soil deficient

in calcium and phosphorus.”

Common observation confirms our

contention that there is an intimate

relationship between the quality of

the soil, the nutritive quality of the

plants that grow thereon, and the

health of those who eat those plants.

It is self-evident that poor farming

makes poor land; poor land makes
poor, sickly people; and poor, sickly

people make poor land poorer. Your
health will always be your own re-

sponsibility. You, therefore, have a

major stake, no matter where you

live, in agriculture and in education

for normal living. Optimal health is

primarily a matter of good nutri-.

tion. The health centres of the fu-

ture must not be granite and marble

buildings but rather farms where

soils are being conserved and their

fertility restored.
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JERRY’S HARD LESSON

Inez

jyrOTHER came to the kitchen door

with a large pan in her hand.

“Jerry!” she called. “I need ap-

ples for some pies. Please get the

best apples that are on the ground.

Heap the pan so there will he enough

for four pies.”

“I like apple pies!” Jerry ex-

claimed as he ran toward the orchard

with the pan.

“I wonder why mother wants to

make four pies on Monday,” he

thought. “Aunt Becca and Uncle John

aren’t coming till Fair day, and that

is Thursday.”

Jerry stopped under the tree where

father’s prize going-to-the-Fair ap-

ples hung. He looked and looked at

the big red-cheeked apples. “Father

would not miss two or three apples,

or even four, if I ate them,” he

thought. “Anyway, they are better

than the apples that have fallen to

the ground.”

He glanced around. Quickly he

picked several of the biggest and

rosiest apples on the tree. He ate as

he filled the pan. Somehow, they did

not taste as good as they always did

at Fair time after Father had won
prizes on them.

He carried the pan to the house.

As he stepped on to the porch he

heard voices in the kitchen. Father

was home! And he hadn’t planned to

come until just before Fair day!

“I am proud of you; Jerry,” father

called. “Mother says you have kept

the lawn mowed and the weeds

Brasier.

pulled. How are those special apples

for the Fair? I want to take the

best ones in the day after tomorrow.”
Father started to the orchard, but

Jerry’s feet went slower and slower.

Father turned to look at him.

“What is wrong, son?”
Jerry shook his head.

“Come, then.”

Father stopped beside the tree. He
looked at the apples hanging in the

sunshine. He went around the tree

and looked at the apples on the

other side.

“What has happened to the best

apples that I wanted to show at the

Fair? Has anyone besides you and
mother and grandmother been here

at the tree?”

Jerry shook his head again.

“Then must I think—?” Father
stopped.

Jerry dug his toes into the dusty
ground.

“I, I picked them, Father.”

“There will be no prize this year.

Other growers have apples as good
as these that are left. Look at me,
Jerry. I had meant to let you have
the prize money to go home with

Uncle John and Aunt Becca. Now
there will be no prize and no trip

to Uncle John’s.”

“Aren’t there any apples left that

are good enough to take?”
“No, Jerry.”

Jerry hid his face against the tree.

Father started to the house. Then
he stopped,

“You did not obey,” he said

kindly, “and ^the way of the trans-

gressor is hard,’ always.”

Jerry nodded his head without

looking at father. On the day after

the Fair he could have been riding

on the train with Uncle John and
Aunt Becca to their home. He
brushed the tears from his eyes.

“ The way of the transgressor is

hard,’ ” he repeated. “I guess I know
it now; and I won’t ever forget it,

either.”

PETE TRIES TO HELP

Everetta Holmes

T^AN and Susan ran into the house

after school. “May we take Pete

for a walk, Mother?” Dan called,

as the puppy barked a glad welcome.

“I was hoping that you would,”

replied their mother as the two

children peeped into the sewing

room. “He has been watching for

you for some time.”

“Bow wow!” barked Pete happily

jumping up against Susan.

“Come on. then.” invited Susan,

opening the closet door. “Here’s your
leash, but where is your harness?

She looked carefully through the

closet before she called. “Do you
know where Pele’s harness is

Mother? I can’t find it here in the

closet.”

“No, J don’t know where it h. I

haven’t seen it at all today,” replied

her mother. “Didn’t you or Dan put

it away last night when you brought

Pete in from his walk?”
“Dan is supposed to put away the

harness,” explained Susan. “We
agreed that he would hang up the

harness and I would put away the

leash every time we brought Pete

in.”

Just then Dan, who had been for

a drink, came in. “All right!” he ex-

claimed as Pete ran up to him,
“Come on, let’s go!”
“We can’t go,” replied Susan. “I

can’t find Pete’s harness. I thought
you hung it up last night, but I can’t

find it now.”
Dan looked at Pete and then at

Susan and then back to Pete. Finally
he said slowly, “I just remembered.
I didn’t bang it up. I laid it on a
chair while I got Pete a drink, and
then I forgot to come back and hang
it up. Isn’t it in the closet? Maybe
someone else put it away.”

Susan shook her head. “You can
look if you want to,” she suggested,
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.^l3Ut I couldn’t find it in lliere.”

Dan flung open the closet door.

He dropped to his knees and hunted
among the rubbers and galoshes that

stood on the closet floor but he
couldn’t find the missing harness.

Finally he stood up and turned

away from the closet. “‘Now, where

do you suppose that harness is?” He
questioned impatiently.

“Perhaps Pete can help find it,”

suggested Mother as she came into

the hall. “Maybe he has put it away.”

Dan looked surprised. “Do you
really think so, Mother?” he asked.

“I really do, Dan,” she answered.

“I have often seen him carrying

small articles from one room to an-

other. I did not see him with his

harness, but he may have carried it

somewhere just the same.”

“But how can we ask him?” in-

quired Susan. “He doesn’t really un-

derstand what we say to him.”

Dan had been considering his

mother’s suggestion. “I think I

know,” he said suddenly, as he hur-

ried to the closet. “FIl show him his

leash and see what he does.”

Dan took the leash from, its hook.

Pete ran lo him and stood still in

front of him, wagging his bit of a

tail. He evidently wanted his har-

ness on. Dan showed him the leash

and said quietly and distinctly,

“Where’s your harness? You can’t go

for a walk without your harness. Go
and get your harness.”

At lliose words Pete began to bark

loudly. Still barking, he started up-

stairs. ‘'“Come on. Susan.” called Dan.

“May!)e he docs know where his

harness is!”

The two cbildrcn raced upstairs

behind Fete. When they ran into

Dan’s room, Pete was standing be-

fore the closet door, barking.

Susan lauglied. “I gticss he’s

played a joke on ns. His harness

wouldn’t be in there.”

Dan opened the closet door and

Fete dashed in. He dashed out again

in a second, carrying in his mouth
his harness! Dan was too surprised

to say a word.

“Wall!” exclaimed Susan. “Pete’s

a smart dog! He knew his harness

belonged in a closet, so when you,

didn’t put it away for him, he put

it away for you!”
The three htirried back down-

stairs, Pete barking and frolicking

around, Susan and Dan talking to-

gether, telling Mother how Pete

really had tried to help. “You’ll

never have to do that again, Pete,”

said Dan while he buckled the har-

ness on to Pete. “There are too many
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other things Fd rather do than hunt
your harness after you put il away!”

“That goes for me, too,” said

Susan, waiting with the leash. “Who
would think such a little dog could

help teach anyone to put things

where they belong.”

“I think Pete may help you learn

many things if you will let him,”

was Mother’s comment as the chil-

dren started for their walk with

Pete.

Marine Explorer Finds Strange

World at Ocean Bottom

At 750 fathoms under the sea

there is a weird, cold world inhabited

by strange luminous creatures, says

Otis Barton, United States marine ex-

plorer.

Enclosed in a thick steel ball

called a Benthosphere, Mr. Barton

set a new world’s deep-sea diving

record by descending to a depth of

4i,500 feet below the surface of the

Pacific Ocean off the coast of Cali-

fornia. This is 1,472 feet deeper than

the previous world’s record, set by
Mr. Barton and naturalist, Dr. Wil-

liam Beebe, in their Bathosphere de-

scent near Bermuda in 1934.

This time Mr. Barton went alone.

He had hoped to go down 6,000 feet

to the ocean bottom, but rough seas

and the failure of electric lights in

the sphere forced him to he hauled

up from 4,500 feet.

The Benthosphere’s electric lights

illuminating the area outside the

sphere went out at 4,100 feet, and

Barton had lo stop taking pictures.

The last several hundred feet he went

down in inky blackness, hut shining

creatures—snakelike forms, lantern

fish, spiral shrimp—kept thudding

against the steel walls. At 4,500 feet

he reported: “I am amazed to see so

many luminous things at this depth.”

Later, however, he told newsmen:

“A scientific study of the marine life

in the Pacific, at least in this vicinity,

is probably more interesting at 2,000

feet than at 4,500 feet.”

The final descent was preceded by

three days of diving experiments. The
first day Mr. Barton sent the sphere

down, unmanned, to a depth of 5,800

feet to test its resistance to crushing

sul)marine pressures. The second day

he had gone down only to 2,000 feet

when his air supply began to fail.

Tlie Benthosphere, developed by

Mr. Barton and Dr. Beebe, was built

to withstand pressures at a depth of

10,000 feet At the 4,500-foot depth,

pressure on the sphere was about
2,000 pounds per square inch. At
sea level, air pressure is about 15
pounds per square inch.

Mr. Barton’s marine explorations
are sponsored by the Allan Hancock
Foundation for Scientific Researefi
of the University of Southern Cali-
fornia. His record dive was made to
test equipment and prepare the way
for further investigations into un-
known fuel and food resources that
may lie at the bottom of the oceans
of the world.

—

USIS.

Dog’s Tail

Where did the custom of docking
a dog’s tail originate? The ancient
Romans started it. They believed that
all the evil of an animal was located
in its tail; and that if they cut it

off, the dog would not bite or cause
trouble.

HALF-DEAD?

(Continued from page 12)

Incidentally, it will be a big help
if she is told that her meals are hard
to beat.

The business man also needs a
change. A vacation may be a finan-

cial asset, for after a good vacation
better work can be done. A change
in the routine relieves tiredness, and
sometimes one is not even conscious
of being tired. One may, however be
surprised bow much more he enjoys
his work after the vacation than be-

fore.

The better one likes his work, the

less bored he is by its repetition. If

you don’t like the work you are do-

ing, try to change to something you
enjoy. If you cannot change your
work, try to find new values and in-

terests in it which will make it less

boring and therefore less tiring.

Fatigue due to physical exertion is

easy for the individual to recognize

and is almost never harmful. It is

also readily relieved by rest.

Fatigue due to other causes is

harder to recognize and can cause

considerable trouble. It should he

guarded against.

A really bored man must have

written this poem:
“I wish I were a little rock,

A-sitting on a hill,

A“doing nothing all day long,

But just a-sitting still;

I wouldn’t eat, I wouldn’t sleep,

I wouldn’t even wash

—

I’d sit and sit a thousand years,

And rest myself
—

”

'17.



RECIPES

Microscopic battle

Due to its microscopic nature,

we do not normally notice in-

fection until it has become
firmly established^

Doctors and nurses are

never off guard against the

risks of septic infection. That
is why they both use and re-

commend 'Dettol*. Follow

their example and rely on it

whenever infection threatens.

ABSP A BOTTLE
tAf THE HOME

ATLANTIS {EAST} LTD.

P. O. SOX HO. ^64, CALCUTTA*

HOLIDAY FOODS

I
N MANY lands December is the holi-

day month and even in India the

Christmas spirit has caught root, as is

visible in holiday displays in shops and

homes. litany women in many lands

cook and bake for weeks beforehand

when getting ready for Christmas. Cakes

and sweets are prepared in never-ending

variety.

. But most people eat too much, and

even at holiday time it is well to keep

in mind that simple, nourishing food

is best for the welfare of children,

young and old. Children never do cry

for, say, spinach; but pass a sweet shop

with them and at once there is a cry

for the sw’eets on display. Some of the

recipes given this month tell you how
to make wholesome sweets at home. Do
try them!

Sweets as a rule contain too much
sugar. Sugar in moderate amounts is

good for the body but too much is very

harmful. The coarse, brown sugar, ghux,

as it is called, is much better for the

body than refined white sugar. So when-
ever possible use ghur in making cakes

and sweets and also in sweetening fruit

juices and ice-creams. Ghur should be
thoroughly cleaned before using. Melt
it by boiling it in a very little water
and then straining it through a fine

cloth or sieve. This will give a syrup
superior to any other sweet with the
exception of honey. This syrup contains

not only sugar for energy, but it also

contains valuable vitamins and minerals.

Ghur should he used more extensively

as a sweet.

HOLIDAY NUT LOAF

Two cups breadcrumbs; 54 teaspoon-
ful salt; 1 tablespoonful minced parsley;
1 teaspoonful sage or savoury; 1 cup
chopped celery; % cup butter or ghee;
1 onion chopped fine; 3 eggs; 1 cup
rich milk; 2 cups chopped nuts; 54 cup
tamarind juice or juice of one lime.
Simmer the chopped onion and celery

in a little butter or ghee for a few min-
utes until they are a golden brown. Add
the milk and seasoning to the bread-
crumbs and let stand while onion and
celery are frying. Then add all the other
ingredients with the onion and celery
to the breadcrumbs and seasoning. Fold
in the beaten eggs and place all in a
buttered baking dish. Dot the top of
the loaf witjh pieces of butter. Bake in
a moderate oven for one hour or until
done. Garnish with broiled pineapple
slices.

BROILED PINEAFPLE

Prepare a fresh pineapple by peeling
and slicing it. Parboil in a very little
water to which sugar has been added.
When half done remove and drain well.
Now dot each slice with a little butter
and a sprinkle of sugar. Hace under
broiler and brown lightly before serving.
The slices may also be browned in a
frying pan but the result is not as uni-
form- as when broiled.

This nut loaf and its garnishing is a
wholesome protein and supplies besides,

vitamins and minerals.

HOLIDAY SALAD

One medium papaya; 1 small pine-

apple; 54 dozen plantains; 3 oranges;

2 tablespoonfuls syrup or honey; 10
dates cleaned and pitted.

Peel and cut the papaya in cubes
(after removing seeds). Do the same
with the pineapple and the plantains.

Cut the oranges in sections and remove
all seeds and skin. Cut the dates in

pieces. Mix all these fruits gently. Pour
over this mixture the syrup and let

stand in a cool place one hour before
serving. Serve in tall sherbet glasses as
a fruit cup, or serve as a salad on crisp

leaves of lettuce. Makes four large or
six medimn servings.

The Publishers of This Magazine

Insure Their Motor Cars and

Property with:

The National

EMPLOYERS’

Mutual General

Insurance

Association

Limited

Head Office for the East:

32, Nicol Road^ Ballard Estate,

Bombay 1.

Telephone: 22S23

Telegrams: “AUTONEM^^
Chief Office for Northern India:

4, Peareylal Buildings, Queens-

way, New Delhi

Telephone: 7625

Telegrams : AUTONEM”
Chief Office for West Pakistan:

65, The Mall, Lahore*

Telephone: 3516

Telegrams: «AUTONEM^^
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Wbttbtr soMi are httredtte^ af ^ or $ monibr, ik proms mmt
be vtery gradual a»d the food readily aceepted and easily digesStd.

There b none heller or more suems/sel than FARBX ^•rereed

food for making ihe transitional stage from lisf/dds to solids hath

ta^ and happy. FAKEX needs m ernkintr^mt add warm
milk eotd sugar.

Assoeiaits in IndXa for GUaso froimAt

U, J, P08TSR ft CO., xm JBombant • Oedam •

Dont tolerate

COCKROACHES!
Their habits and HABITAT are filthy. From

FILTH they creep into the home and con-

taminate food, destroy clothes, books and fur-

nishings, and endanger your health. The in-

testines of a COCKROACH breed dangerous

germs. Their hairy and spined legs carry in-

numerable bacilli. They are more obnoxious

than the common house-fiy. Their presence in

the home is highly undesirable. Be rid of

them by using BLATTABANE, a non-poisou'

ous, non-inflammable, non-injiirious, odourless

clean powder that exterminates these pests.

BLATTABANE is harmless to humans, all]

pets and plant life.

Available at leading Chemists and Stores, in

P/z oz., 3 oz., 8 oz., 1 lb., 7 lb. and 56 lb. sizes.

\AGENTS:—BOMBAY—Whiteaway Laidlaw &
Co. Ltd. KARACHI—J. Thadhani & Co., P. B.

508, Frere Road. MADRAS—Aryan Drug

Stores, 2/88 lyyah Mudali St., Chintadripet-

GALICUT—T. Hosain Sahib, Huzur Road,
Dibrugarh Sc Branches. POONA—Barnes & Co.,

East Street. In case of difficulty kindly refer

FRUGTNEIT & Co., 16, Crooked Lane, (off

Waterloo St.), Calcutta.

Ask foT

BLATTABANE
(The Safe Insecticide)

HOLIBAY SWEETS

One enp dried figs; 1 cup seeded
primeS; or dates, or both; 1 ctip seeded
raisins; 1 enp toasted coconut; 1 cup
chopped walnuts.
Be sure all the fruit is clean and

sterilissed. This is best done hj washing
and steaming it a few minutes over hot
water. Dried fruit should always be
rinsed, in boiling water after thorough
washing. But all the fruit through a
food chopper, using medium-sized cutter

and let it go through twice. Scrape the
coconut and put it in a fiat dish in the

oven to toast but be sure it does not
get too brown. Mix all the ingredients

together and use a little ghur syrup if

more sweetening is required; knead and
roll the mass into an oblong shape about
one inch thick. Set aside to harden, cut

into desired pieces, and wrap in waxed
paper.

PAEISIAlf SWEETS
One pound stoned dates; 54 lb. dried

apricots; 1 lb. seedless raisins; 1 lb.

almonds (ground); 1 tablespoonful lime
juice; 1 tablespoonful syrup.

Tine dried apricots should be pitted

and soaked in boiling water for fifteen

minutes. The dates shoulcL also be
washed in boiling water before the
stones are removed. Grind the raisins,

dates, and apricots tlirough a inediuin-

kniM food chopper twice. Have the

nuts ground to a paste on the cuny
stone, taking care that the stone is

well cleaned beforehand. Mix all the
'

ingredients together and form into

shape. Koll in confectioner^ sugar if

desired. Let stand two days oefore

serving.

Tee Omewxju* WatcEmK, December 1919

COCOITOT TEA CAKES

One cup bedded coconut; 1 cup
mgar; pinch of salt; 1 egg white beaten
itiff.

After shredding the coconut, dry it in

the oven until almost dry. Mix it with
the sugar, salt and egg wldta- ‘Eofm
into balls the size pf a walnut. iWe
on buttered baking sheet and bake in
moderate oven ten or fifte^'''ihi|huijes'’1df<'’

until golden brown..



HEAI.TH CARAMELS

I'ake dried figs, raishui. and dates in

equal parts. Prepare these for grinding

in a food chopper by washing, scalding,

stoning, etc. Grind together twice, htix

the whole with a cupful of your favour-

^ite nuts gi-ound fine. Sweeten with a
little syrup if more sweetening is de-

siredj press into a shallow’ dish. Let

stand overnight, cut into shapes and
serve.

LIME SHERBET
One cup sugar; 1 cup cream; tea-

spoonM salt; ^ cup lime juice; 1 cup
whipped cream.
Mix the lime juice, sugar and salt

and stir until the sugar and salt are

dissolved. Add the cream and mix. Pour

into refrigerator tray and partly freeze.

Now add the wdiipped cream and mix
well by folding it in. Replace in refrig-

erator and complete freezing. Serve with

w’ahiut \vafers,

WALNUT WAFERS
Half a cup of butter; 1 cup sugar;

2 eggs; 2 squares melted chocolate; 1

cup chopped walnuts; two-thirds of a

cup of four; % teaspoonful salt; a few
drops of your favourite flavouring es-

sence.

Cream butter and sugar and then

add the eggs. Beat well and add the

melted chocolate, salt, and essence. Add
flour and nuts. Drop by teaspoonfuls

on a buttered baking sheet and bake
in a moderate oven until a golden

bro'vs’n.

It's
here-'

the NEW
better than ever

For SparklingWhiteTeeth

in Firm Healthy Gums
aSE.58-ftO

DOCTOR SAYS

1. This question and answer service is free
only to regular subscribers.

2. No attempt will be made to treat disease
nor to take the place of a regular physician
in caring for individual cases.

3. All questions must be addressed to The
Doctor Sa-j^s. Correspondence personally with
the doctor is not available through this service.

4. Questions to which personal answers are
desired must be accompanied by addressed and
stamped envelopes. Answers cannot be expected
under one month.

5. Make questions short and to the point.
Type them or write them very clearly.

6. Questions and answers will be published
only if they are of such a nature as to be of
general interest and without objection, but no
names will be published. Address “The Doctor
Says,” Oriental Watchman and Herald of
Health, P. O. Box 35, Poona 1.

DIET FOR OVERWEIGHT GIRL:
Ques.—“Please tell me the correct

weight, height, etc., for a girl who has
just finished her fourteenth year.”

Ans.—At the age of fourteen the
average height is about 55 inclies and
weight around seventy-eight pounds.
As to waist measurement, this de-
pends largely upon the pattern you
inherited from your parents. In a
perfectly healthy and normal girl, over-
weight is largely a matter of the kind
and quantity of food one eats. Avoid
foods cooked in, or wiili fats, grease,
or oil, also sweets. The bijst foods are
fresh fruits, vegetables steamed, pres-
sure cooked, or baked without fata.

Some whole cereal, milk, buttermilk
and milk curds.

PURGATIVE FOR CHILDREN: Ques.
—“X have given my two children milk
of magnesia twice or three limes a week
as a purgative. They are now four and
five years old respectively and do not
like this medicine. Could yon please tell

me of something else they would like?”
Ans.—^The practice of giving children

a purgative medicine every so often is

The Oeiental Watchman, December 194920



not a sound practicoj and is not to be
encouraged. Bather one should strive to
promote regularity in bowel evacuation.
The normal for a healthy child is two
or three movements daily. Pui’gatives
of any kind tend to defeat this rhythm
and produce a state of constipation or
sluggish bowels. Children who have
plenty of fresh fruit added to an other-
wise well-halanced diet should have no
need for purgatives. Regularity of habits
in visiting the toilet after each meal is
of infinitely more value than any arti-
ficially promoted evacuation. Malt ex-
tract syrup, or as a dry powder, is a
good natural aid which can be added to
the child’s diet without harm. Avoid
the mse of sweets, candy, confection, and
fried or gi'ease-cooked foods.

OILY SKUST; VALUE OP MILK;
INDIAN- EXERCISES: Ques.—“(1) My
^ce perspires freely and is very oily,

Jne the cause and remedy.
(2) Althou^ the value of milk is highly
spoken of English people indulge more
frequently in tea-drinking. Why? (3)
Are Indian exercises with head down
and legs upward in any way harmful?”

Ans.-~(1) An oily skin is due to ex-
of file oil glands in the

skm. With certain people and races this
seems normal. However, this excess oil
on the skin can be somewhat mitigated
by the use of “Acidulate Soap” in place
of regular soap. Also, one can use a lo-
tion of 15 per cent aluminium chloridem water, applied once daily. Bathingm sea water, or using sea salt in The
washing water sometimes helps. A bland
dusting powder is also useful. (2) The
reason some English people use less milk
than has been indicated as best for
health, is probably duo to their flesh
food practices. This provides the, protein
factor which non-meat eating people
derive from about one quart of milk
daily per person. (3) Man has been de-
signed by his Creator with head up and
legs down. AH of his functions have
twn co-ordinated to operate accordingly,
vjjy should anyone try to turn man up-
side down to take his exercises? This
is unnatural and against nature’s ar-
rangement. I would prefer to take my
exercises right side up.

TOOTH DECAY
:

Ques.—-“How does
one avoid tooth decay? In spite of all
the care taken to brush their teeth
daily, my children have black spots ap-
pearing on their teeth.”

Ans.*—Decay of the teeth is fre-
quently due to the free use of sugar and
sweets. The teeth should be brushed
very soon after each meal. Another
cause^ is the lack of flourine in the
drinking water. This may be corrected
by taking tablets of flourine and calcium
combined. One such tablet on the mar-
ket is Called Ce~DeOflor. It has vita-
min C, vitamin D, and calcium fluoride
in combination. One such tablet per day
provides the need for preservaticoi of
the teeth.

^
RATTY TUMOUR: Ques.-~-“On my

right leg, just above the ankle, there

ilab Jamuns
/mtetmTiKLTiK
Frepart timi syrtip flrom i ib. o£

sugar, add drops of rose-water

and keep aside wamn. luto i table-

spoon of maida (or arrowroot) rub

in 1 tscaspoon of Dalda. Grind | lb. of

khoa to fine powder, sift and mix well

with maida by rubbing. Thoroughly

knead mkture to a stiif dough, using

very little water. Shape dough into

small elongated balls. Heat Dalda

and fry on very low fire. When

gulab jamuns arc l^ht brown all

over, drain, and soak in warm syrup.

is something like a knot. .No pain what-
soever* Could this cause trouble in later

life?”

Ans.—This knot on the leg is prob-

ably a fatty tumoiu* and harmless.

RUNUUS INFECTION: Ques.—“A
friend of mine complains of a certain

place above the anlde that itches. This

place is about an indi in diameter and

water appears on the surface of it when
it is scratched. He has had this for

about a year. What should be done?”
Ans.—The irritable spot on the leg

is probably a fungus infection, A labora-

tory examination would determine the

nature of the infection and what ap-

plication is necessary. If you are un-
able to arrange for such an examina-
tion then paint the patch with two per

cent Gentian Violet solution made up
with alcohol.
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Make your friends happy with good books!

There is nothing better than a practical book

tinually remind of the friendship and esteem of the

giver. For one who is artistically inclined or is teach-

ing art, what could be better than a copy of

Applied Art Do you have a friend who is a Bible student?
We recommend the following:

by Pedro J. Lemos

Aside from the teaching of drawing, painting,

and design in black and white and colours, chap-

ters are devoted to cut out and border patterns,

simple modelled objects and other problems in keep-
ing with the age and ability of the student* Among
other handicr^ts presented are stencilling, batik

work, block printing, leather tooling, gesso work,
metal work, and cement pottery, lettering, and pos-

ter art. Three hundred ninety eight pages of text

and illustrations with 37 additional pages in col-

our. Rs. 23. Only a few copies available. Price does
not include sales tax or postage, but is calculated

at predevaluation exchange.

Have you a friend newly married or with a family?
How about a copy of

Modern Medical Counsellor?

Rs. 40

Seventeen physicians, surgeons, and specialists

collaborated in writing this comprehensive 900-page
modern health guide and manual of procedure in

the home. In it you will find the latest information
from recent discoveries in medical circles for the
treatment of disease. The language is simple. It tells

you what to do before the doctor is called and how
to co-operate with him after he arrives. This volume
is a MUST in every home. It contains information
on first-aid in accidents and emergency sicknesses,

care of mothers and children, simple home treat-

ments, and coloured plates showing actual appear-
ance of several common diseases.

The price includes postage.

All prices are calculated at predevaluation exchange.

Rs. As.

Smith's Bible Dictionary 8- 5

Westminster Bible Dictionary 1 3- 3

Commentary on the Whole Bible

by Jameison, Fausset, and Brown 19-10

Concordance of the Holy Scriptures

by Alexander Cruden 1 0- 0
Concordance of the Holy Scriptures

by Walker
^ ^

9-12

The Holy Bible—Thompson's Chain
Reference Bible

No, 213 (Blue Cloth) 31-14
No. 211 (Black Water-proof

Cloth) 43-14
No. 209 (Real Leather) 58-14

World Bible No. 231 CZW with

Zipper 5 1/6" x x 1 9- 2
Oxford Bible, Genuine Morocco,

No. 0432 IX Leather Binding
overlapping edges x 5 !/2

" x
IXs" 47-14

Oxford Bible No. 0239X (very thin)

5"x7k^"x!/2" 33- 0
World Bible No. 646ZW, Water-proof

cloth 4"x6J4'^ Zipper closed 6-10

Sales tax and postage extra.

The Morning Watch Calendar

This little annual is a treasure trove of inspira-
tion. There is a poem for each month; a seed thought
and text for each day. A beautiful three colour
cover picture of our Lord blessing the multitudes.
These could be sent in place of Christmas cards.
Only 6 annas each.

All prices are calculated at predevaluation exchange. (See page 26 for Order Form.)

ORIENTAL WATCHMAN PUBLISHING HOUSE, P. O. BOX 35, POONA 1
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PAIN IN COCCYX; Qties.--“My sister

has been having a severe ache at the

end of her spine for the past six months.

She cannot bend to sweep. Aside from
this she has good health. Wliat treat-

ment should she/have?”
Ans.—The pain yon describe is pos-

sibly due to some injury to the coccyx

or tail bone. Hot applications in the

form of fomentations, or sitting in a
shallow tub of hot water will help. Re-

peat such treatment once or twice daily

until the inflammation of the part is

relieved.

?

DEAF AND DUMB: Ques.-~“My son

aged nineteen is deaf and dumb. What
can I do for him?”
^ns.—The only advice one can ofier

is that the boy might be placed in an
institution specializing in the training

of deaf and dumb children. The earlier

such training is begun the better are
the prospects for their development.

?

ALBINO CHILD: Ques.— have an
albino child and he is unable to stand
the glare of the sun. Doctors have told
me that nothing can be done to im-
prove his condition and strengthen his

eyes. Can you suggest anything?”
Ans.—Sorry, but so far nothing has

been discovered to alter the albino con-
dition. Wearing dark glasses will give
the eyes relief from the pain caused by
strong sunlight.

?

PARALYSIS OF THE LEG; Ques.—
"My husband^s left leg is paralysed and
has been so from the time he was two
yeans old when he had fever and was
left lying in the rain for a long time.

Front that time on the leg has grown
thinner and t.hinner and the foot also

has become malformed. Could you please

suggest soine treatment for him? He
has been treated by many doctors so

far but has received no benefit.”

Ans.—Since your husband has already
been under tnmtment of specialists he
probably lias been given the treatments
that would seem indicated. Getting wet
from rain tvould not he suflicient cause
in itself for the condition; there must
have been some associated cause. The
nature of, and benefit to be derived from
treatment, very largely depends upon
ascertaining more regarding the actual

cause for the paralysis, and existing

condition of nerves, mu-seks, and blood
circulation of the involved structures.

One mode of treatment which might
be considered is the use of rhythmic
constriction produced by an apparatus
such as the Burdick R, C. 2 Rhythmic
Constrictor. There are other machines
that produce the same effect, if this

one is not available.

?

IMPAIRED WALKING: Ques.-^T am

seventeen years of age. After R«Dng

down or standing for » J
able to walk rapidly at first but after

OX 335

few paces I can walk freely and can

ren run at a high speed. In the be-

inning the joints near the knee and

)ot fail to function as also is the

ise with the Joints in the hands and

ngers. Strangely enough these symp-

nm disappeared last year after 1 haa
« Af mfl.laria. Please suggest

Ans.-^udging from the fact that

after a rise of temperature followmg

malaria, and after you begin exercising

you find no difficulty in walking or

running, it ymuld appear that bhe tem-

porary impairment of motion is due to

circulatory stasis. You could immove

this condition by daily hot applications

to the Joints, and mpsage. For instruc-

tion as to how to give hot applications

(Condnmd on pngo W
23
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A(^ttsting the Mind to Heart
Disease

Alcohol and Longevity

Alcohol _apd the Progress of

Prohibitio'n

Alcohol as a Surgeon Sees It

Are You Allergic to Yourself?

Are You Half-Dead?
Art of Keeping Well, The
Bean Sprouts
Bedouin Lives "on Natural
Food, The

Bladder Disease
Blood Is All Things to the

Tissues
Bottle-Fed Baby, The
Building Up Vital Resistance

Can This Be the Cause of

Cancer?
Care for Your Body’s Cover-
ing
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Child, The
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Dangerous Drugs
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Diphtheria
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Dyspepsia
Effect of Stimulants, The —
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, , ,
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Do It Right

Fats and Oils
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^
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,

....
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H. G. Mookerjee, M.D.,
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L. G.' Mookerjee
Rowland F. Wilkinson,

M.D
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M.D
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Daniel H. Kress, M.D
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Captain Eric Hardy, F.Z.S.
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Rose E. Pollard
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McFarland, M.D.
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Louis W. Sauer, M.D Jan. 19
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(Chart) June 12
L R. Bazliel, M.D May 16

' Lois Burnett, R.N. Sept. 6
Joy Wellesley Oct. 9
Frank Leighton Wood Nov. 14
Harris Grmnan, M.D June 10

D. H. Kress, M.D Feb. 19

J. O. Wilson
J, Russel Mitchell, D.D.S.

,
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^
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P. V. Karamachandani,
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Pimpy That Helped Nancy,
The >— Violet Chairibeilain

Robin Hood Returns the Cow Winta M. Armstrong
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Rose E. Pollard
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Beatrice Murray
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July 19
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Strange Hornbill,
Tell Them Why
Thomas Edison and the Goose
Eggs

Watk With Old Seth, A ....

Editorials

Calendar Reform
Fraudulent Advertising ....

Philosophy
Prohibition and Temperance Education
Prove All Things
Rationing
United Nations, The
What Makes Religion Fail?

Will the World Commit Suicide?
Whither Bound?
Work
World Peace

Health and Science

JANUARY: Hiccups; Cure for Drunkards; Capital; Land Reform;
Fast: Eskimos; Children; Cars; Nail-Pulter; Age; Traitor’s

Castle; Ice; Pitch-Blende; Tubeless Tyres; Broach Sanitary As-
s’ociation. 5

FEBRUARY : A Curse; Waste; Insult; Could and Would; Winning;
Wme; Dangerous; Temptations; Advancement; Deaths; Condi-
tions Worse; Moderation; John Harvey Kellogg, M.D., Says;
Pattern of Hell!; A. C. Clinton, M.D., Says; Old Enough to

Know Better; Ceylon-—-Difficulties With the Liquor Traffic;

Turkey—Rum and Crime on the Increase; Iceland; Medical
War Crimes to be Outlawed; Seeing Ears. - 3

MARCH: Bones; English; Stars; Refugees; Lizard; Population;
Meteor; Carnivorous^ Plant;_ Hydropulse; White Bread; New
Minor Planet; Anti-Malarial' Progx*amme; Mines; Whisky;
“Amerika”; Sleep; Rats; Polio; The What-Is-It. 3

APRIL: Tuberculosis; Jews; Gangrene; Relief Packages: Artificial

Heart; Island; American Indians; Telephone “Book-Keeper”;
Meteorite; Hitler’s Motor Car; Pick-Pockets;: Bacteria; Ice-

bergs; Bread; Helium; Highest Balloon; Cabbage for Ulcers;
Palm Reading; Speaking of Deserts; Windmills for India. 3

MAY: Religious Freedom; Traffic Regulations; Achievement;
Energy; Plastic Surgery; Reducing Exercise; Growth; Printing
Press; Minerals; Language; Coal Mining Machine; Pain Killer;

.Auto-Operation; Sight-Seeing. 4

JUNE; Weather Control; Dinosaurs; Eggs; Reforestation; Age;
Sawdust; Strange Disease; Leprosy; Spirits; Super-Size; Tin-
tanium; Bees at Work; Oil; The Andamans; Naturalization;
Germany; Secrecy; Gems; Centenarian. 3

JULY; Achievement; Nerves; Literacy; Southern. City; Rabies;
Volcano Erupts; Music; U. S. A. Merchant Fleet; Hitler’s

Chancellery; Atom Bomb; Stock; Loot; Mosquitoes; Genes
Seen; Atomic Clock.

.
4

AUGUST: Cars; Refugee.s; Magnet; Scratching Stags; “Light
‘

' e; Im
- -- - •

Chest; Llrlclent T>‘caCrc.j;rii; ici'_T. B.: Adenoids: Severe Ifead-
arhes; Thyroid Lnlargemcms.; ii-iahcies; Enlarged Piostiue; En-
largement of the Bicast in a Male; Anal Fistula. 25

MARCH: Pleurisy; Suffa Drugs and Sulphur; B-iby’s Diet; Stam-
mering; Fslaria; Oiiy SLin: Ga.s in the Stomach: Balartct-d Diet;
Shape of liuman Hair; Vitantins; White Patches on the
Throat; Epilepsy; Child’s Diet; Electroly.si«, 25

APRIL: Excessive Perspiration; Chronic Diarrhcea; .Ameilin; Raw
Eggs; Umbilical Hernia; Eye Strain; Abortion; Insomnia; Mul-
tiple Births; Dark Complexion. 24

MAY: Cancer of the Breast; Psoriasis and Ringworm; Neck Cyst;
Stiff Neck; Malaria; D. D. T.; Palpitation of the Heart;
Chlorophyll; Epilepsy; Abdominal Pain. 23

JUNE: Bugs; Underweight; Copious Tearing of the Eyes; Sterility;

Constipation; Blackheads and Pimples; Hydrocele; Intestinal
Gas; Writer’s Cramp; Uses of Alcohol: Permanent Hair Re-
mover; Sore Mouth; Giddine.ss; Loss of Weight. 25

JULY: Fasting; Baldness; Scorpion Sting’ Histamine Headache;
Corns; Pharyngeal Hyperesthesia; Dry Skin;_ Cholesterol; Pain-
ful Menstruation; Nasal Discharge; Beneficial Exercises; Iron
Lung; Nervousness and Physical VVeakness. 21

AUGUST: Loss of Hair Growth on the Face; Information on the
Properties of Various Milks; Hard Water; Swelling of the
Lymph Glands: Asthma; Tuberculosis; Gough; Nasal Growth;
Migraine Headache; Sinusitis; Antrum; Tapeworm; Filariasis. 23

SEPTEMBER: Hernia; Elephantiasis; Prostatic Hypertrophy; Hair
Removers; Baldness; Increase Height; Chest Expansion; Tape-
worm; Ringworm; Acne; Athlete’s Foot. 23

OCTOBER: Twilight. Sleep; Anjesthesia in Childbirth; Colds;
Eczema; Pimple Scars on the Face; Missing Heart Beat; Pul-
monary Tuberculosis; Sweating of the Hands and Feet; PotPs
Disease; Hyperacidity; Leukorrheea; Exercise After Food; Ab-
dominal Discomfort; Thinning Hair.

Pipe”; Vehicle Telephone; Improved X-1; Vehicle Produc-
tion; Unconscious; Bo Tree; Anti-Communist; Radio-Activity;
Atomic Bombs; Long Painting; Anjber; Religion; “Cold” Syn-
thetic Rubber Tyres; Delayed Vision.,

SEPTEMBER: U. S. A. on Verge of Glut Conditions; U. S. A.
Pilots Establish New World Record; Locked in Sealed Room;
Concentration Camp a National Monument; Reputation at
Stake; Phone Robot; Looking Ahead; Yeast as a Food;
U. S._ A. Hou.scwive.s’ “Ideal” Potato; Ten Billion Relays;
Teaching Surgery Through TeIevi.sion.

OCTOBER: Deep Diving; X-Ray Eye.s; Death Rate;
Twins; Agudat Israel; Child Labour; Bo Tree Again; Filariasis;

NOVEMBER; Restoration; Enterprise; Uranium; Termite.s; Worms;
Lepers; Bomb; Wingless Fowl; Freedom; Oil; Glass Boats;
No Worry; Snakes; Pension; Mosquitoes; Honey Bee; Popula-
tion; Versatile New Plastic Cloth; PoUcc; Hydroponics; Egg;
“No Smoking”; Hope for Arthritis. • 4

DECEMBER; Geiger Counter; Wax-Seel; Teheran Vault; War
Veterans; Life Span| A New Word; Corinth Canal; World’s
Shortest Railroad; Trichinosis; Diamonds; Turkey’s Telephone
Lines; Rhinoceros; Transported Stone by Stone; Giant Mirror
for Britain; Expenditure on Arms; World Population; A New
Fibre; Deadly Poison for Polio Treatment; Important Advance

, in Treatment of Thyroid Diseases; Marine Explorer Finds
Strange World at Ocean Bottom; Dog’s Tail. 4

I

Doctor Says

JANUARY: Morphine Addiction; Natujropaths; Rheumatic Fever;
,

Arthritis: Rheumatism; Chest Fain; Frequent Colds; Penicil-
lin and Pyorrhoea; Chronic Bronchitis; Enlarged Abdomen; Hair
Remover. • 23

FEBRUARY; Skin Disease; Silver Leaf; Inflammation of the Eyes;
Obesity; Nature-Cure Sanitariums; Tuberculosisj Pain in the
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NOVEMBER; Short-sightedness; Pregnancy and Childbirth; Tonsil-
lectomy for One Who Is Underweight; Spermatorrhcea: Poor
Appetite and Vomiting; Nervousness; Use of Dahi Curds; Al-
lergic Asthma; Chronic Nervous Diarriioea; Internal Spontaneous
Combustion.

DECEMBER: Diet for Overweight Girl; Purgative for Children;
Oily Skin; Value of Milk; Indian Exercises; Tooth Decay; Fatty
Tumour; Fungus Infection; I*ain in Coccyx; Deaf

^
ana Dumb

Albino Child; Paralysis of the Leg;
^
Impaired^ Walking; Feeling

of Weakness; Infantile Paralysis; Pimples; Piles; Under-Devel-
oped; Hives; Basbfulness.

Recipes

JANUARY: Cream of ^inach and Onion Soup; Vegetable Fritters
With Cream Sauce; Curd Sauce; Chocolate Rice Pudding; Spiced
Milk; Surprise Cocktail; Milk Toast; Date and Wamut Tea
Cakes.

FEBRUARY: Sweet Potato Scallops; Sweet Potato Puffs; Sweet
Potatoes With Almonds; Fried 'Sweet Potatoes; Mashed Sweet
Potatoes; Milk Sauce; Sweet Potato Pudding; Sweet Potato
Curry.

MARCH; Fried White Squashj Baked Squash or Pumpkin; Pump-
kin Guri^; Bitter Gourd Curnj'j Bitter Gourd as a Side Dish;
Squash Supreme; Squash Souffle; Pumpkin Jam.

APRIL: Tomato Sauce; Brinjal Patties; Rich Spaghetti; Kote-
meer Chutney; Vegetable Loaf; White Sauce; Favourite Khichiri;
Sweet Mango Chutney; Potato Chutney.

MAY: Yea.st Starter; Bread; Cinnamon Whirligig; Ginnamoa Buns;
Plain Ghappaties; Yeast Made From Hops.

JUNE; Shepherd’s Vegetable Soup; Home-made Cream Crackers;
Spinach Toa.st Witli Egg; Poached Eggs; Capsicum ' Surprise;
Creamed Carrots With Peas; Fresh Apricot Salad; Cheese
Straws; Ice-Cream Served in Melons; Ice-Cream; Hawaii Cock-
tail; Honey Dressing.

JULY: Home-made Noodles; Vegetable Loaf; Spinach Nut Ring;
Rainbow Salad; Bean Sprout Salad; Plantain' and Nut Salad;
Cream Pie; Apricot and Pineapple Jam.

AUGUST: Cabbage and Tomato Casserole; Minted Lima Beans;
Baked Tomatoes; Baked Onions—^Turkish Style; Caramel Cream
Pudding; Delectable Pie; Papaya Ice-Cream.

SEPTEMBER: Potatoes "Boiled in the Jacket; Potato-Water
Gravy; Spinach and Rice Loaf; Cabbage Baked With Curds;
White Sauce; Baked Stuffed Tomatoes; Pomelo, Cabbage, and
Carrot Salad; Lettuce Rolls; French Dressing; Cauliflower in
Cream; Cabbage in Cream.

OCTOBER: Vegetarian Curry Puff^ Nut Cutlets; Vegetable Pil-

lau; Pumpkin Sweetmeat; Rice Rissoles; Brinjal Relish; Potato
Surprise; Curd Relish Salad; Sweet Potato Balls.

NOVEMBER: School Lunch; Bean Soup; Baked Tomatoes; Vege-
table Souffle; Green Gram” Delight; Pumpkin Flower Crisps;

Okra With Curds; Baked Plantains; Sweet-Potato Salad.

DECEMBER: Holiday Nut Loaf; Broiled Pineapple; Holiday Salad;

Holiday Sweets; Parisian Sweets; Coconut Tea Cakes; Health
Caramels; Lime Sherbet; Walnut Wafers^

" ,
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FEELING OF WEAKNESS: Ques.—
“My father aged sixty-six years, feel§

great bodily weakness. Sometimes he
can write steadily but sometimes his

hand trembles and weakness overcomes
him, altogether. He is a vegetarian and
follows a simple diet. Are exercise and
cycling Advisable for him at his age?”

Ans.—^A feeling of weakness and tiring

easily may he symptoms produced by a
variety of functional and organic causes
including heart, stomach, liver, tumours,
kidneys, anaemia, and focal infections.
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is in no position to express an opinion
as to tile cause for this weakness, nor
to suggest remedial measures. Your
father could profit by a vitamin formula
including A, B, C, D, E, E, G, niacin,

and folic acid. Also, such nutritional
minerals as calcium, phosphorus, iron,

iodine, copper, and manganese. Some-
times the fault lies in not having suf-

ficient complete protein. This especially
applies to vegetarians who do not use
sufficient milk and sweet milk curds.
Exercise would need to be determined
after the background cause for the weak-
ness has been traced. I would place
emphasis upon vitamins and proteins.

BASHFULNBSS; Ques.— am a col-

lege student and secure good marks in

every examination but Avhen I am about
to ask a question of one of my profes-
sors my heart begins to beat fast and
my .face becomes so red that I do not
have the courage to speak. Please let

me know the reasons for this and tell

me what I sliould do to cure myself.^^

Ans.—This is simply self-conscious
bashfiilness and the remedy is persever-
ance. Try and try again until you suc-
ceed in expressing yourself and obtain-
ing answers to your questions. It is in

this way that we learn and make ad-
vancement. Tliere is notliing physically
wrong. All you need is courage and de-

termination. Success to you.

INFANITLE PARALYSIS
:

Ques.~
“Afy son has a defect in his left leg due
to an attack of infantile paralysis. We
have given liini injections of Vitamin B
and also ostelhi and it is much im-
proved, but there is still some slight

defect. Please give your advice as to
what we can do for him.”

Ans.—Exercise, a good, nourishing,
balaneed diet, including plenty of milk,
milk curds, whole cereal, fresh vege-
tables and fresh fruits. To the«e should
be added a good well-balanced formula
of the full complement of all the vita-

mins. Continue this over a period of
several years. The result will be
gradual to such a degree of recovery
as remains possible.

PIMPLES: Ques.~‘‘My brother has
been sulTering from pimples for three

3mars. He is using medicated ointment,
soap and powder, but they seem use-
less. Please let me know how lie can
cure this condit ion,”

Ans,-~- Pirn pies are due 1o poor skin
condition resulting in local iTifectiou. The
face is the most expos(‘d part of the
body and open to all sorts of dirt, dust,
and infection. .skin of the face
therefore n<‘eds more cleansing care than
other mor(‘ protected parts. A mild, non-
irritating, non-alkaliiK' soap is essential.
After wasliing, foment tJie face with Imt
cloths, then apply a lotion of e<}ual parts
of grain spirit.s and witch hazel.

''i’he diet i.s very essential and should
consist of simple, foods, milk, curds,
whole grain vegetables and plenty of
fruits. No food should be eooked or
fried in^ fats or oils. Avoid sweets and
sweet dishes. Regularity of bowel move-
meiitvS is very essential—if possible,
three movfmtents daily, one after each

meal. This is largely a habit which needs
to be estalDlished by persistent practice,
and the use of natural food.s.

PILES: Ques.—“For some time I have
been suffering from piles. Bleeding does
not occur often but there is swelling
at the edges of the anus which makes
me very uncomfortable while it lasts,
xk doctor friend of mine tells me that
there is not much need for an opera-
tion but he advises proper care in diet.
What is the best diet for me and also
what simple medicine should I use to
improve this condition?”

Ans.—“Piles” is the name for en-
larged blood vessels in the rectum. These
enlarged vessels are the same as one
oia^' .see in the legs of some persons
aiul tliese are called varicose veins.
There are external and internal piles.
The latter are the more difficult to
treat. If your problem is piles, and not
some other form of rectal trouble, then
the prime essential is to maintain soft
stools so as to have regular and fre-
quent movements. This may be done by
the use^ of a mineral oil preparation
daily. For the local irritation and to
contract the enlarged vessels, cold
cloths or an ice bag may be applied.
Sometimes liot cloths give relief from
local irritation. The parts should be
washed thoroughly after each evacua-
tion. For further I’elief, one may insert
into the rectum a suppository contain-
ing, in a cocoa butter base, such sooth-
ing remedies as benzocaine, balsam of
Peru, bismuth subgallate, ephedrine
hydrochloride. Almost any one of the
above are on the market and may be
obtained from your chemist. The diet
should be simple, without much coarse,
fibrous material, no fried or grease

-

cooked foods, and no hot irritating
spices. Milk and milk foods with some
well-ground cereal, soft vegetables not
cooked in fats or oils, and fruit.

IJN”1)ER-DEVEL0PEI): Ques.—“I am
twenty-two years of age but my body

is not well-developed. I weigh only 96
lbs., and often I feel faint and fatigued
with much pain in my neck and in the
lower part of my back. Although I am
having this trouble my parents are
pressing me to get married. Please ad-
vise me "what to do to get stronger and
also whether you think it is proper for
me to marry a girl now.”

Ans'.—If there has been no wasting
of vital energy through sexual perver-
sion, and no transmitted physical debil-
ity, you should seek for the cause of
your retarded, development in some or-
ganic or functional disorder. Otherwise
the cause may be found in dietary defi-

ciency. Unless the diet is so balanced
continually as to provide satisfactory
protein in optimum quantity, together
with all the essential vitamins and nu-
tritional minerals, normal pliysical de-
velopment is impossible. vSir Robert Mc-
Carrison in a, summary on his studies
of India’s diets, makes the following
observations: “A diet consisting of any
staple grain with milk, milk products,
and green leafy vegetables, contains not
only the right kind and amount of pro-
tein but everything else the body needs
for health, stren^h, and well-being.”
“Food,” p. 21. This naturally presup-
poses taking about one quart of milk
daily, besides milk curds. Also green
leafy vegetables which have been con-
servatively cooked—not cooked in hot
fats. Regarding fruits, Sir Robert says:
“They are among the best of all food
stuffs and should form a considerable
part of our daily diet.” “Food,” p. 88.
Adding a good multiple vitamin formula
to your daily diet may be of decided
help to you. It would seem best to cor-
rect your physical problems before as-
suming the added responsibilities of mar-
ried life.

?

HIVES: Ques.—“What is the cause of
hives ?”

Ans.—Hives is an allergic condition

due to something you eat to which you
are sensitive. This means that the par-
ticular food or foods are poisonous to
you and should be avoided.

r
ENO’S "FRUIT SALT* KEEPS
YOU FIT AND LIVELY

Efficient people don’t allow themselves to

be hampered by digestive upsets. That’s

why so many use ENO’S “FRUIT SALT”
to clear impurities from the blood and
poisonous wastes from the body. Possess-

ing the qualities of fresh, ripe fruit,

ENO’S “FRUIT SALT” purifies the sy-

stem in a gentle, na^^ural way. Keep a
bottle handy always.

ENOS
//i

FRUIT SALT
good

healtv'

Sold in hottlej: for lasting freshness*

The words ”ENO” .and ”FRU1T SAIT”
are Registered Trade Marks.
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At this season fathers, mothers, aunts, and
uncles are looking for suitable presents for sons,

daughters, nephews, and nieces. Children and youth
never tire of a good story and there is nothing that

fixes a lesson so firmly in the mind of a child as a
story with a point.

1

Will meet your need. Arthur S. Maxwell is a
story teller supreme. He finds stories in the common
experiences of life and tells them in a charming way
that captures the hearts of old and young. Each
story magnifies the virtues of obedience, kindness,
self-denial, and other desirable graces. Every story
is illustrated with a full page picture. Bedtime
Stories are issued in 20 volumes, 96 pages to a
volume. The price per set is only Rs. 38-12-0 in-
cluding packing, postage, and sales tax. Orders are
not accepted for broken sets.

Children outgrow books as they do clothes but
these volumes from the pen of Arthur S. Maxwell
never grow old. They are a treasure trove of brand
new stories, from everyday contemporary life and
history. The stories will fascinate boys and girls and
keep them eagerly reading from chapter to chapter,
leaving them imperishable memories. They are told
with such compelling human interest that they teach
and clinch ideals in the youthful mind by meeting
boys and girls in their own world. There is a story
to meet every problem of conduct.

Each volume is illustrated with nine multi-
coloured pictures and approximately fifty in black
and white.

Cloth bound with dust covers, 192 pages per
volume, each Rs. 12-8-0. Set Rs. 50 only, rrke in-
cludes sales tax, packing, and postage.

See Order Form on page 26

ORIENTAL WATCHMAN PUBLISHING HOUSE, P. O. BOX 35, POONA 1

Registered No. B-1886
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LIGHT
for

a

EVERY NEED
^UR world is in confusion. Our

greatest need is light. But where

is that light? Conventions, councils,

committees, legislatures meet and ad-

journ without lessening the alarm

that is felt on every hand. Wliat does

the future hold for man?
One thing is certain: There is only

One who knows the end from the

hoginning. God alone can give us

the answers to our questions. He who

sits above the circle of the earth and

observes our tangled existence knows

the one way out. He has not left us

without aid. He has given us counsel

for the present and light for the days

to come. We need not feel helpless

and undone. Turn to the Holy Scrip-

tures and you will find all you need

to know to restore your confidence

and answer your troubled thoughts.

Yes, there is an unfailing light

for those who travel life’s road, God’s

Word is a fountain of light. “For

witji Tliee is the fountain of life,”

writes the psalmist. “In Thy light

shall we see light."' Psalm 36:9.

Again we read: “The entrance of

Thy words giveth light; it giveth un-

derstanding unto the simple.” Psalm

119:130. (See also verse 105.) Tlte

wise man echoes the same thought:

“For the commandment, is a lamp;

and the law is light; and reproofs

of instruction are the way of life.”

Proverbs 6:23.

Concerning prophecy, which forms

a large portion of the Scriptures, the

apostle Peter says: “W'e have also a

more sure w'ord of prophecy ; where-

unto ye do well that ye take heed,

as unto a light that shineth in a dark

place, until the day dawn, and the

day-star arise in your hearts.”

2 Peter I :]9.

Here then is light for every occa-

sion and every need! Why do we not

lake up this lamp of life and let its

rays shine upon our pathway?

Do you question the meaning of

life? If you do, you are like millions

of others who have lost the purpose

of human existence. Without direc-

tion, men and women are like a ship

without a rudder. To such, life be-

comes boring. They are tempted to

seek questionable thrills that kill the

soul. The pessimistic attitude leads

to the pursuit of pleasure as an end.

“Let us eat, drftik, and be merry, for

tomorrow we die,” is the cry of those

who have not learned the true mean-

ing of life.

The Bible is an infallible Guide-

book, for God is its Author. This is

what it says concerning itself: “All

Scripture is given by inspiration of

God, and is profitable . for doctrine,

for reproof, for correction, for in-

struction in righteousness: that the

man of Cod may be perfect

throughly furnished unto all good

works.” 2 Timothy 3:16, 17. How
this inspiration was brought about

is revealed in 2 Peter 1:21. “The
prophecy came not in old time by
the will of -man: but holy men nf
God spake as they were moved by
the Holy Ghost.”

Thus we read again and again

throughout the Bible such statements

as these: “The Lord spake,” “The
word of the Lord came,” “Thus saith

the Lord.” David declared of him-

self: “The Spirit of the Lord spake

by me, and His word was in my
tongue.” 2 Samuel 23:2. John says

of the last book in the Bible: “The
Revelation of Jesus Christ, which

God gave unto Him; . . . and He sent

and signified it by His angel unto His

servant John.” Revelation 1:1.

There is much proof that the Bible

is all it claims to be. This has, be-

come more and more evident as one

generation has succeeded another. It

contains a record of the most ancient

facts of earthly his|ory. No author

would have dared to write with such

What the Bible May Mean to You

Freuerick Lee
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definiteness and detail, nauiing

places, princes, and kings, unless he

was sure that the facts were true.

The evidences of the Bible’s authen«

ticiiy are multiplying with the years.

The detailed prophecies of this Book
concerning the rise and fall of na-

tions and cities—such as Babylon,

Nineveh, Tyre, and Egypt—have met
aocurale fulfilment The Old Testa-

ment contains more than three hun-

dred predictions concerning the Mes-

siah which were fulfilled in the per-

son of Jesus.

The Bible was written before the

age of science; yet not one of its

statements has been proved unsound

by modern scientists. Though sci-

entific knowledge has greatly in-

creased in the last hundred years, it

has in no way undermined the sci-

entific truths which tlie Bible an-

ticipated.

No hook of mere human devising

would have such lasting qualities.

Though some of its writings may be

traced back into dim antiquity—even

its latest ones are nearly two thou-

sand years old—the Bible is the most

widely read book in these modern

times. It has stood like Gibraltar,

unshaken by the waves and winds

of time. The great of earth have de-

nounced it and prophesied its com-

plete annihilation. Death has been

pronounced upon those who should

dare to read it. It has been burned,

torn asunder, banned. It has been

wounded in the house cf its supposed

friends, as modernist c1erg>Tnen have

riddled it with criticism. SlIIl il goes

forth conquering and to conquer ill

the name of Christ,

The Bible is a miracle hook, for

it has performed miracles in the

lives of men and nations. It has

turned savages into saints; it has

lifted corrupt and carnal men into

the way of righteousness; il has

given hope to the disheartened. It

brings joy to the home, brotherly

love to the community, and inspires

men to work for peace between na-

tions.

The message of this Book speaks

to the heart of man. It offers salva-

tion to all. It reveals the way out

of the pit of sin. It knows what is in

the mind of man and speaks to Ins

needs. When men read its pages they

say: ‘This was written for me.” The
Bible is the most understanding

Book ever given to man.

The unity of the Bible testifies to

its divine autliorship. Although il

was written by some forty different

men over a period of sixteen hun-

dred years, the message is the same
throughout. Such unanimity of

thouglit and purpose as is manifested

in this Book could never have been

brought about unless there had been

some directing mind.

The Bible has been a light to men
for many ages. It is still a light on

life’s pro!)lems. It gives counsel on
conduct for every circumstance. Not
only does it point the way to a fu-

ture life, it shows us how we should

walk on earth.

If men would lieed the teachings

of this TIolv Word, war would cease,

strife would he no more, pride and
greed would be banished from the

earth, love would reign supreme, and
ill is present evil world would he
turned into a paradise. Il reveals the

antidote to sin and points to the halm
that will heal the wounds of life. The
mystery of its power is found in its

revelation of Jesus Christ, the divine

Saviour of men.

Salvation from sin througli the

life, death, resurrection, and ministry

of Christ is its central theme. Olil

and New Testament writers united in

praise to the Redeemer as they looked
forward to the time wlien Christ shall

reign as King of kings and Lord of

lords. How to get ready for lliat

glorious event is the heart of all its

teaching.

The psalmist declares: ‘Tlie testi-

mony of the Lord is sure, making
wise the simple. The statutes of the

Lord are right, rejoicing the heart.

. . . More to be desired are they than

gold, yea, than much fine gold:

sweeter also than honev and the

honeycomb, Moreover I>y them is Thy
servant warned: and in keeping of

them there is great reward.” Psalm
19:7-11.

Paul said: ‘‘Now. brethren, 1 com-
mend you to God. and to the word
of His grace, which is aide to build

you up, and to give yon an iidierit-

ancc among all them which are sanc-

tified.” Acts 20:32,

History has written in shining let-

ters on the Bible: ‘This is man-
kind's Book from heaven.” It con-

tains God's answers to our [problems.

“Heaven and earth shall pass away.”
said Jesus, ‘'‘but My words shall not
pass away.” Luke 21:3*3.The hall of the famous British and Foreign Bible Society.
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Make this Holy Cook the guide
of your life and the source of your
counsel. Search its pages as for lost

treasure, and you will find therein

priceless pearls of truth. Make it

your rule cf faith, and it- will direct

you safely through the maze of dif-

ficulties that now are arising in the

world. The Bible has a special mes-

sage from God for you today. From

its pages you will hear a voice speak-

ing to your heart saying: “This is

the way, walk ye in it.”

WORLD AWAKE!
A, S. MAXWELL

^T THE close of 1948 Field MaY-
shal Jan ChFstiaan Smuts, that

great international statesman, now
in his eightieth year, issued this sol-

emn warning to the people of the

world:

“The forces of disintegration and
evil are marshalling for another
trial of strength, which may not mean
war hnt something even more disas-

trous for our civilized values and for

the human future. Here as well as

abroad we should read the signs of

the times aright and shake off this

malaise of the spirit which has over-

come us. . . . World, awake from your
slumbers and your dream-world of
ease, absent-mindedness, and irre-

sponsibilitv! That is the call of 1949
to us all.”

In similar vein Stephen King-Hall,

one of the ablest modern commen-
tators on world events, wrote on De-
cember 2, 1948:

“There is a great fear abroad in

the world, and ihoiigh it may he

comparable in kind to the fear that

soemcd »o have filled th^ mind« of

thoughtful men as the Roman Em-
pire began to subside into its foun*

dations, tlie fear today is more wide-

spread and more urgent, and rightly

so. , . . Our civilization today is like

a conveyance winch is rushing ahead
into the future at an ever-increasing

speed, carrying in its disintegrating

framewcrk, a little two-legged crea-

ture, rather white-faced as he pulls

levers right, left, and centre, hoping
that he may he lucky enough to find

the brakes, or at any rate to stop the

acceleration Before . * . the whole out-

fit falls apart In glowing fragments.”

Concerning those who are at the

controls of this “conveyance,” he
said:

“Tftev do not know where thev are

going; they cannot find the Brakes,

and tlicy are Beginning to desire to

find God on earth. So men look to

the churches, to U. N., even to

U. N. E. S. C. 0., to Stalin, to Tito,

to something and to somebody from
whose existence, and perhaps even
from whose activities, they can de-

rive comfort and hope.”

Like Field Marshal Smuts, he. too,

appealed to men and women to

awake to a realization of the solem-

nity of the hour and the terrible dan-

gers now threatening humanity.

That these dangers are very real,

and very imminent, Becomes more
evident dav By day. In the Far East

world-shaking events are taking

place with startling rapidity. China,

with a quarter of the world’s popula-

tion, is changing not only its form of

government, but its wBole oiillonk

toward the outside world, and par-

ticularly to the nations of the West.

In the Near East tension grows
hourly. The new state of Israel, for-

getful cf its vouth and inexperience,

struts upon the world stage as though
it were a world power, oblivious of

the intense antagonisms its conduct
is arousing.

In Europe the whole continent

senses the widening gulf between

East and We.st. from the Baltic to

the Mediterranean. Increasing rcstnV-

tions on travel, decreasing trade and
communication through the “iron

curtain,” growing antipathy between

the Roman Catholic and communist
hierarchies, and above all the frantic

efforts of both .sides tOv accnmnlale

the latest and most deslrtirti\"e

weanons. reveal the growing peril to

world peace.

One remarkable aspect of this

rapidly deteriorating situation is the

frightening frankness with wincli the

possibility of war is Being discussed

in the public press. Most of our fend-

ers have no donlu read the? article in

the January Reader’s Digest, descr|b-
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ing in authoritative language exactly*

what plans have been made for the

coiiiplete devastaticri of the main
cities of Russia, shoalcl hostilities be
commenced by that nation. Written

with the express purpose of bnngin_
“courage” to the American peoplcp

it goes into details of miiitarv pro-

jects which are positively shcckingc.

One can almost see the cities top-

pling as atomic bombs burst upon
tliem, with multitudes dying from the?

effect of their tleadly rays. That
American cities might simultaneouslr

experience similar destruction is. of

course, minimized, though admitted

as a distinct possibility.

History is repeating itself. Most cf

the factors which usually precede an

outbreak of war are reappearing. We
have the mutually exclusive ideolog-

ies: die divergent wavs of thinking

and living; the growing hatred and
bitterness; the criticism and name-

calling; the propaganda of vested in-

terests; and of course, the arma-

ments. The only difference is that

the armaments are now a thousand

times more deadly than any used

before.

Much as one hates to admit it. it

seems obvious that we are livinqr at

this moment in a brief, troubled in-

terim between two world wars—the

second and the third; and that the

third, like the third woe. of Revela-

tion 11:14. “cometh quickly.”

If ever there was a time when,men
and women should awake, from
lethargy and pleasure-seeking an<f

feel the solemnity of the world situa-

tion, that time is now. If ever they

should arouse from their “dream
world” of ease, absent-mindedness,,

and irresponsihilitv.” that time is*

now. As Field Marshal Smuts said:

That is the call of 1^49 to ffs aU^"

We are reminded of the challeug-

ing call of the prophet Joel: “Blow
ye the trumpet in Zion, and sound'

an alarm in My holv mountain: let

all the inhabitants of the land trem-

ble: for the dav of the Lord cometh,.

for it is nigh at hand; a day of dark-

ness and of glrominess. a dav of

clouds and of tliick darkness” “Thb
day of the T.ord is great and very

terrible: and who can abide it?” Joef

2 : 1 . 2 . 11 .

To this rousing message be added*

this stirring appeal, so appropriate

to the present hour: “Therefore also'

now, saith the Lord, turn ye even to

Me with air voiir heart, and with

fluting, and with weeping, and with

mhurning: and rend yo»-T* h*='art. and

not your garments, and tyrn unto



the Lord your God; for He is gra-

cious and merciful, slow to anger,

and of great kindness.” Verses 12, 13,

As the darkness of earth’s mid-

might hour deepens around us, may
we each one heed this call, shake

our “malaise of the spirit,” and
turn again to God with ail our

hearts.

.4s the Apostle Paul said: “Now
it is high time to awake out of sleep:

for now is our salvation nearer than

when we believed.^The night is far

spent, the day is at hand: let us there-

fore cast off the works of darkness.”

Thank God that the darkness is to

he followed by the dawn: the “time

of trouble, such as never vvas” is to

give way to a time of happiness such

as men have never knowm; the worst

of wars will be succeeded by ever-

lasting peace; the end of the world

will see the beginning of the king-

dom of God,

When Jesus listed the signs of His

coming on the earth.” He added,

heaits failing them for fear, and for

looking after those things which are

coming on the eartli,” He added,

“When these things begin to come

to pass, then look up, and lift up

your heads: for your redemption

draweth nigh.” Luke 21:26, 28.

Not long ago the Archbishop of

York declared: “With the discovery

of the atomic horab, we live more
nearly in the spiritual atmosphere of

the first Christians, who expected at

any time the end of the world.”

May that be the experience of us

all in these closing years of history.

Let us awake from spiritual lethargy,

cast off the works of darkness, and
live as though we expected at any
time not only the end of the world,

but the coming of our Lord and
Saviour Jesus Christ.

The ‘^New Look'"
W. A, FAGAL

CONVERSION is a mighty revital-

izing power. “If any man he in

Christ, he is- a new creature: old

things are passed away; behold, all

things are become new.” 2 Corinth-

ians 5:17.

Conversion does not change the

external things about us. We still

live in the same world and associate

with people and live under many of

the same conditions. Conversion

gives us a new view on life.

Have you ever considered the im-

portance of attitude and opinion in

life? We frequently hear it said:

“It’s all in how you look at it,”

Several individuals can look at the

same things and,’.yet see something

-different; it depehds upon their atti-

tudes and opinions. One man deplores

the fact that roses have thorns and
the other rejoices that the thorny

.stem is capped with roses. The dif-

ference is not in the roses; it is

obviously in the way of looking at

things. Do you have the Christian’s

“new look”?

An Indian legend tells of a father

who sent his three sons to a distant

inountain with instructions to climb

io the heights and bring back some
memento of the adventure. One came
back with a rare flower he had
picked far up the mountain slope.

The second returned with a curious

piece of rock which he had found
above the line of vegetation. The
third came back and said that he had
climbed to the top and had seen th|

sea. While his brothers’ eyes w^'ere

on the ground, his were on^the hori-

zon.

External events are not as im-

portant as we think they are. Jesus

taught: “A man’s life consisteth not

in the abundance of the things w^hich

he possessed!.” The world is filled

with individuals who think that if

only they had more money, a finer

home, a better car, then life would
be wonderful and beautiful. The ex-

ternals about us only provide the

spark that sets off an explosion with-

in US- It is !Vhat is inside to explode

that counts.

Some time ago a survey on happi-

ness was conducted by the Ladies

Home Journal. The man who made
the survey stated that happy people

are religious people! He said that

the happiest people found were those

who found comfort and help in

religious faith. He stated that eighty-

six per cent, or nearly nine out of

ten, of the happiest people attributed

much of the consolation and help

they receive to their religion.

These religious people wdio are

happy meet the same external cir-

cumstances of life that everyone else

meets. They face the same obstacles

that everyone else faces; yet in spite

of all this they are happy. The dif-

ference is not in dieir environment;
it must be in their hearts.

Paul said: “We are troubled on
every side, yet not distressed; we
are perplexed, but not in despair;

persecuted, but not forsaken; cast

down, but not destroyed.” “Though
our outward man perish, yet the in-

ward man is renewed day by day. , .

.

We look not at the things which are
seen, but at the things which are not
seen: for the things which are seen
are temporal; but the things which
are not seen are eternal.” 2 Corin-
thians 9, 16-18.

A Christian has troubles, but the
promises of God give him a changed
attitude, and he is not distre.ssed, He
has ..perplexities, but he does not
sink in despair. He cast down, Init

knows that he cannot lie destroyed.
His eyes are fastened not so much
upon the things that are seen as upon
the things that cannot be .seen. Yes,
if any man be in Christ, he is a new
creature. He has the new look and
the glorious hope that endures. \
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